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FOREWORD

The South Caucasus has become the focus of attention for the international community in 
the wake of the renewed intense conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia. But even beyond 
the internal and inter-state conflicts, events in the South Caucasus as well as in the North 
Caucasus have at least an indirect impact on the EU's security situation due to its geographical 
proximity to the Middle East. 

Given an increasing necessity to understand systematic developments, paradigmatic shifts 
and recent trends in the sphere of politically motivated violence against innocent victims, the 
European Institute for Counter Terrorism and Con-flict Prevention (EICTP) devotes its work to 
in-depth analyses and studies of such uncertainty scenarios.

This research study represents the first stage of an international research project “The Threat 
of Terrorism and the Anti-Terror-Measures in the Greater Caucasus” and consists of analytical 
contributions by an international expert team. This collection of analytic papers examines 
current trends and developments with regard to the political and security-related dimensions 
of the Greater Caucasus region – the North Caucasian republics within the Russian Federation 
and countries of the South Caucasus – and assesses the threat of terrorism and possible anti-
terror-measures in the selected area of interest. Each expert contribution contains forecasts 
and conclusions that can be drawn with a view to future cooperations and actions for both the 
respective countries of the region and the European Union as a whole.

EICTP considers it a key task to actively contribute well-founded strategies, provide feasible 
solution approaches and suggest options for action to policymakers. This is expected to be 
conducive to strengthening confidence in public order for a stable, strategic environment for 
promoting cooperation with European neighbours and partners beyond. 

On behalf of EICTP I wish you an enjoyable and insightful reading!

Sincerely,

Herbert Scheibner
EICTP President
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INTRODUCTION TO COMBINED EXPERT CONTRIBUTIONS:  
THE THREAT OF TERRORISM AND THE ANTI-TERROR-
MEASURES IN THE GREATER CAUCASUS  
by Alexander Dubowy

There is a high level of interrelation of non-traditional security threats in the Greater Caucasus. 
Especially the Islamic motivated extremism and terrorism tend to build a severe threat to most 
countries in the region. These problems have a strong tendency to intensify due to the current 
developments in several neighbouring countries, first and foremost the MENA-area. 

In the Greater Caucasus, the threat of (Islamic) religiously motivated extremism and terrorism 
is greatest for Russia, and in the South Caucasus for Georgia and Azerbaijan. During the conflict 
in the North Caucasus, especially in the late 1990s and early 2000s, Islamic extremism reached 
its peak, and some researchers even speak of a "terrorist war" against Russia in this regard.1 

Quite quickly the movements began to receive aid from al-Qaeda's global terrorist network. 
Created in 2007 by Dokka Umarov, then-Ichkerian president living in exile, the “Caucasus 
Emirate” (CE) meant the final transformation of the North Caucasus underground organization 
from a separatist-nationalist to a radical Islamist one. 

In recent years the weakening and losing of any attractiveness of the “Caucasus Emirate” has 
slowly been replaced by a new driving force, institutionalized by ISIS.2 In the South Caucasus, 
the (Islamic) terrorist danger mainly concerns Azerbaijan and Georgia. For the latter, the 
threat issue is mostly related to the situation in the valley region Pankisi Gorge, which has long 
been considered a terrorist haven. Concerning Armenia, due to both the ethnic and religious 
homogeneity of the population in general, the level of a terrorist threat is the lowest in the 
South Caucasus region.3

Today the social key players aimed at for recruitment by terrorist organizations are young 
adults from the North Caucasus, Central Asia, and other Muslim regions of the former Soviet 
Union, as well as migrant workers from Central Asia working in major Russian megacities, and 
representatives of criminal gangs.4

A new and dangerous trend which must be considered in the fight against terrorism is the 
increase of extremist propaganda. Today, the internet has become the main tool for recruitment 
of persons with terrorist or extremist intentions. In 2016, over 26,000 extremist and terrorist 
resources were identified in Russia alone, twice as many as a year earlier. Interaction between 
radical Islamic movements in Russia and non-CIS countries is increasing. After Arabic and English, 
Russian is the third most widely used language within the structures of the Islamic State.5

Research Project “The Threat of Terrorism and the Anti-Terror-Measures in the Greater Caucasus”

In the following, the project will be presented in its main features. The analytical work was 
carried out with the online-based collaborative software Foresight Strategic Cockpit (FSC) on 
the methodological bases of Environmental Scanning, Trend Analysis and Alternative Scenario 
Creation (ASC).

Introduction of Combined Expert Contributions
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Collection of Analytic Papers

In the first chapter on trends and developments with regard to terrorist and extremist activities 
in the North Caucasus, author Akhmet Yarlykapov describes in detail the overall situation in 
the selected area, as well as the increase of the ethnic factor which goes hand in hand with the 
growing role of (political) Islam in public space, especially in the north-east parts. Due to the 
ongoing systemic crisis in the region, the level of radicalism remains high. Even the considerable 
outflow of radical youth to the Middle East from 2011 to 2017 did not lead to a decrease of 
radicalization in the region. Yarlykapov points out that there is still a high degree of readiness 
for violence, especially among the Muslim youth in the North Caucasus. In terms of terrorism, 
the author observes an almost complete withdrawal of the Caucasus Emirate associated with 
al-Qaeda and the transition of ISIS supporters to the tactics of so-called “lone wolves”.

In his contribution on the trends and developments in both the North and South Caucasus, 
elaborated from a Russian perspective, author Sergey Markedonov points out that significant 
successes both in minimizing terrorist threats and the integration of the North Caucasus 
residents into national processes of the Russian Federation should not create an illusion of 
a non-conflict era. He emphasizes the fact that there are both domestic as well as external 
factors signaling the preservation of considerable risks regarding the stability and security 
of the whole region. Markedonov mentions the following key factors in this regard: growing 
hostilities in the Middle East, the mistrust between the region’s countries (Russia and Georgia), 
ongoing Russian-Western confrontations hindering a full-scale anti-terror cooperation, as well 
as domestic problems with the integration of ethnic and religious communities.

Alexander Iskandaryan considers the South Caucasus to be a region torn apart by conflicts. 
However, the author also points out that the variety of external orientations contributes to 
the region’s stability. Given the numerous conflicts and rivalries, the overlapping interests 
of external players have created a checks-and-balances-based system. In recent years, the 
situation in the Near East and the Northern Caucasus has generated a sub-culture of terrorism 
in the regions of the South Caucasus, which has historically been populated by nations that 
adhere to Islam. Based on his findings and assessment, Alexander Iskandaryan considers the 
threat of terrorism in the South Caucasus as minor compared to the North Caucasus republics. 
However, he identifies a number of alarming trends, including ones that could jeopardize the 
development of the region as a whole.6

According to author Ahmad Alili, the level of terrorist threats in Azerbaijan appears to be 
lower than in the North Caucasus. The most “problematic” area is the north of Azerbaijan, 
where North Caucasian peoples (in particular the Lezghins) live. This northern region and its 
inhabitants are watched warily by Russia, as there has been contact between extremists 
from the north of Azerbaijan and the Russian region of Dagestan. The historical specificity 
of Azerbaijan (with the aforementioned exception of the northern area) lies in the traditional 
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spread of Shiism. In practice, the difference between Sunni Islam and Shiism in Azerbaijan has 
erased over time, especially during Soviet times. Sunni terrorist groups quite often don’t find 
a foothold among the Azerbaijani population.7 Nevertheless, the special services in Azerbaijan 
have also fought against radical Shiite groups with ties to Iran. As is the case in many other 
post-Soviet countries, there have been fierce discussions in Azerbaijan about considering 
specific movements or groups as radical or even terrorist. According to several independent 
scholars, Azerbaijan’s authorities are exaggerating existing problems and connecting them 
with extremism in order to limit the freedoms of the population in general. To summarize, 
the chapter’s author Ahmad Alili analyses the internal and external dynamics of Azerbaijan, 
the current growing radicalization, and criticizes in particular the ignorance of the Azerbaijani 
government that largely neglects the role of social and identity-related factors in the genesis 
of radicalization. 

In the chapter on the current trends and developments of Georgia, Tornike Sharashenidze 
assesses the threat of terrorism as quite insignificant. The extremist danger primarily 
concerns the valley region Pankisi Gorge located in the North of Georgia, close to the border 
with Chechnya. Pankisi Gorge itself is relatively small, about thirty kilometres long and five 
kilometres wide. The local population are mainly Kist people, a small ethnic group close to the 
Chechens (otherwise defined as a sub-group of Chechens living south of the Greater Caucasus). 
The potential security threat for Georgia is strongly linked to the issue of who is controlling 
the Pankisi Gorge area, a matter which depends on the capacity of the Georgian security 
structures and the overall situation of Georgian statehood. The recent serious aggravations of 
the Pankisi Gorge-situation have occurred almost at the same time as the situation in Chechnya 
worsened, a fact which clearly demonstrates the high level of interrelation of non-traditional 
security threats in the Greater Caucasus. However that may be, the situation in the valley 
has not yet relaxed, even after the cessation of hostilities in Chechnya. Extremist networks 
are still operating there, and recruitment processes to terrorist structures are still going on. 
Pankisi Gorge is particularly exposed to the influence of terrorist groups and to connections 
with extremists in Chechnya (i.e. Chechen fighters hiding on Pankisi Gorge soil).8 Currently, 
Pankisi Gorge is under strict control, and therefore the prospects for the development of 
any extremist threats are rather limited – however,  the area is not immune to the possibility 
of sporadic terrorist attacks. After analyzing the internal and external dynamics of Georgia, 
the author of the chapter Tornike Sharashenidze addresses the issue of Pankisi Gorge and 
evaluates the region as the most dangerous place in Georgia in terms of radicalization. The 
author further claims that future steps for the political integration of the population living in 
the valley area must be made. 

The author of the chapter on Armenia, Benyamin Poghosyan, finds that due to the high ethnic 
homogeneity of its historically Christian population, the terrorist threat from Islamic radicals 
is almost non-existent. He analyzes the internal and external political dynamics in Armenia 
and subsequently assesses the threat of terrorism in Armenia as low. He attributes this to the 
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fact that despite the low level of terrorist threats, Armenia has taken several steps at both 
legislative and executive level to date to prevent terrorism on its soil. Poghosyan emphasizes 
that the country pays especially great attention to the role of international cooperation in the 
fight against terrorism.9

Finally, author Hrant Mikaelian analyzes the current trends and developments related to 
the economic dimension of the South Caucasus, and in particular addresses the problem of 
extremists’ and terrorism financing. Mikaelian identifies the shadow economy, especially the 
criminal economy, operating in cash or barter, as the main source for terrorism financing among 
domestic sources.10

The sources of financing extremists’ activities are numerous and diverse. An important source 
of extremists' income is direct funding from radical Islamic foundations from the Middle East. 
These funds are often linked to the intelligence services of countries such as Saudi Arabia or 
Qatar. Money transfers are also made through branches of various Middle Eastern organizations 
located in Western countries. Islamic banking (value transfer system called “hawala”) is widely 
used in the post-Soviet space – especially in Central Asia – for the transfer of resources.11  
However, there are little reports regarding the operation of this financing system within the 
South Caucasus countries.12 It has become a common practice for Middle Eastern sponsors to 
issue large quantities of goods for sale instead of money through their cover businesses. From 
a formal point of view, this looks like an ordinary foreign trade deal, but the profits are in fact 
used for developing religious and extremist infrastructure and to radicalize the population. At 
the same time, very complex commercial schemes are being worked out in cases where the 
source funding originating from Gulf countries (such as Saudi Arabia or Qatar) uses commercial 
enterprises located not only in Arab countries but also, for instance, in Iran or Turkey. There 
is also the financing of local terrorist structures through legal businesses and even voluntary 
donations. Due to strong links between terrorist and criminal activities, the proceeds from 
criminal activities (racketeering, drug trafficking, etc.) should be added to this financing 
issue, too. The activities of many terrorist organizations are closely linked to international 
drug trafficking, including the trade of Afghan opiates at the "northern route": Afghanistan – 
Central Asia (Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan) – Russia – Europe. The financing of terrorist 
activities through drug trafficking is ideologically justified by extremists as a kind of jihad 
against "infidels".13

Environmental Scanning14

On the basis of an Environmental Scanning, eight key factor clusters were identified: Domestic 
and Foreign Policy Backgrounds of Regional State Actors; Role of the External State Actors, 
Regional Political and Security Dynamics; External Political and Security Dynamics; Ethnic-
Sociological Dimension; Cultural-Ideological Dimension; Threat of Terrorism; and Anti-Terror 
Measures. 
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Within these key factor clusters, a total of 40 influence factors were examined. These were 
later analyzed in a cross-impact analysis with regard to their relevance within the system of 
factors, so that 15 key factors with the highest asset and liability totals could be identified 
as highly relevant: Growing Influence of Middle Eastern Dynamics; Russia as Central Regional 
Stakeholder; Iran as True Regional Status-Quo Power; Turkey as Limited Status-Quo Power; 
EU Divergent Interests and Lack of Strategy; Competing Interests of Regional Great Powers; 
Dynamic Status Quo of Unresolved Ethno-Political Conflicts; Increase of the Ethnic Factor in 
North Caucasus; Growing Influence of Islam in North Caucasus; Politicization of Religion as 
Constant Factor; Dominant Role of Jihadi Terror; Change in the Tactics and Strategies of the 
Terrorist Underworld; Ideological Void in North Caucasus; Unbalanced Level of Coordination in 
Information Exchange and Anti-Terror Tactics within Greater Caucasus; and Various Numbers 
of Sources of Financing Terrorist Activities in the Greater Caucasus. 

These key factors describe the role and the growing geopolitical competition of regional 
superpowers, the changing structure of Islamist terrorist networks and the associated re-
orientation on strategic and tactical levels, as well as the developments in the region on political, 
economic-social, state-political, security-military, strategic and cultural-ideological levels.

Trend Analysis15

Based on the 15 key factors with the highest asset and liability totals, 13 key trends were 
identified for the extremist and terrorist threat development in the Greater Caucasus: 
Growing influence of Political Islam in North Caucasus; High potential for radicalization in North 
Caucasus; Increasing extremist propaganda; Problems with combating Islamic radicalism 
through spreading the influence of Sufism and Shiism in North Caucasus; Ethnic movements 
that yielded to political Islam in the 2000s are once again spreading their influence; Transition 
of ISIS supporters to the tactics of the so-called “lone wolves”; Almost complete withdrawal 
of the Caucasus Emirate (CE) associated with al-Qaeda and uprise of “Wilayat Caucasus of 
the Islamic State” (Wilayat Kavkaz); Engagement in local and regional subversive activities 
instead of joining the ISIS; Return of ISIS fighters has little or no effect on radicalization; 
Shadow economy remains the main source for terrorism financing among domestic sources; 
Islamic Banking plays almost role for terrorism financing in South Caucasus and little role 
in North Caucasus; International illegal financial flows are used to withdraw finances to 
offshores, and not for local use; High relevance of financial flows from Gulf countries (such as 
Saudi Arabia or Qatar) for financing radical and terrorist activities.

The key trends were subdivided into three trend clusters: Radicalization and Gradual 
Ethnicization Trends, Dominant Role of Jihadi Terror, Financing Trends of Radical and Terrorist 
Activities in the Greater Caucasus. These key trends describe the radicalization trends in 
the region, the role the changing structure of Islamist terrorist networks and the associated 
reorientation on strategic and tactical levels, as well as the financial structures of radical and 
terrorist activities in the Greater Caucasus.

Introduction of Combined Expert Contributions
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Radicalization and Gradual Ethnicization Trends

In the North Caucasus, the growing influence of Islam in everyday and social life has been evident 
for years. Gradually, the importance of political Islam is also increasing and is slowly acquiring 
an ethnic color, as it did in the noughties. The high potential for radicalization in the North 
Caucasus, especially among young people, is being fueled by increasing activities of extremist 
propaganda. Islamist radicalism is attempted by those in power by supporting the influence of 
traditional Sufism and Shiism.

Dominant Role of Jihadi Terror

Generally, the complete withdrawal of the Caucasus Emirate (CE), which is linked to al-Qaeda, 
and the parallel rise of the "Wilayat Caucasus of the Islamic State" (Wilayat Kavkaz) can be 
observed. Since about 2014, a change in the behavior of IS supporters towards the tactics of 
so-called "lone wolves" and an increasing willingness to engage in local and regional subversive 
activities instead of joining the IS directly can be detected. This is due to the increased 
activity of anti-terrorism measures around the Olympic Games in Sochi ("Sochi factor"). For 
the abovementioned reasons, the return of IS fighters has little or no effect on the level of 
radicalization; ultimately, the low influence of former IS fighters correlates with their relatively 
small number as well as radical repressive measures by regional authorities.

Financing Trends of Radical and Terrorist Activities in the Greater Caucasus

The sources of financing extremists’ activities are numerous and diverse. An important source 
of extremists' income is direct funding from radical Islamic foundations from some Middle 
Eastern states; these funds are often linked to the intelligence services of countries such as 
Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Money transfers are also made through branches of various Middle 
Eastern organizations located in Western countries. Islamic banking (hawala) is widely used in 
the post-Soviet space, especially in Central Asia, for the transfer of resources. International 
illegal financial flows are used to withdraw finances to offshores, and so much not for local 
use. The main source for terrorism financing among domestic sources is a shadow economy, 
especially the criminal economy, operating in cash or barter. It’s not visible to tax and monetary 
authorities and thus is the most attractive to make transactions for illegal purposes. It should 
be borne in mind that the bulk of the shadow economy is the turnover of legal goods and 
services, while the criminal economy and illegal money laundering make up a very small share 
even in the shadow economy.

Alternative Scenario Creation (ASC)16

Within the framework of the project, two Alternative Scenario Creations (ASC) were elaborated 
on the basis of the key factors and trends identified in the Environmental Scanning.

Alexander Dubowy
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Alternative Scenario Creation (ASC): "War on Terror in Greater Caucasus"

The first Alternative Scenario Creation (ASC) is dealing with the question "War on Terror in 
Greater Caucasus". The following four projections were developed on the basis of the key 
criteria "Stability of Greater Caucasus (stable or instable)" and "Intensity of Islamist Terrorism 
(high or low)":

 The overall assessment points in the short term towards projection A “Deceptive Peace“. The 
activities of Islamist terror are concentrated in other regions of the world. Political Islam in the 
region gains relatively strong support from some countries of the Gulf region (primarily Saudi 
Arabia and Qatar), but is not highly active and takes rather moderate-subversive forms. In the 
event of a further spread of the pandemic, the probability of a gradual destabilization of the 
Greater Caucasus will increase with indirect influence on the EU. In general, one can speak of a 
"dynamic status quo".

Introduction of Combined Expert Contributions
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Alternative Scenario Creation (ASC): "Development of Political Islam in Greater Caucasus"

The second Alternative Scenario Creation (ASC) is dealing with the question "Development 
of Political Islam in Greater Caucasus". The following four projections were developed on 
the basis of the key criteria "External Influence (strong or weak)" and "Shape of Political 
Islam (moderate or radical)". In addition to four projections, a fifth alternative scenario was 
developed:

 The overall assessment points in the short term towards projection A „ Creeping Islamization“. 
The activities of Islamist terror are concentrated in other regions of the world. Political Islam 
in the region gains relatively strong support from some countries of the Gulf region (primarily 
Saudi Arabia and Qatar), but is not highly active and takes rather moderate-subversive forms. 
In the event of a further spread of the pandemic, the probability of a gradual destabilization 
of the Greater Caucasus will increase with indirect influence on the EU. In the latter case, the 
political and economic destabilization of the Greater Caucasus will lead to a radicalization of 
the Political Islam. 

Alexander Dubowy
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Recommendations

In the North Caucasus, the gradual reduction of secular space, the growing influence 
of ethnic nationalisms and political Islam, and the radicalization of youth represent the 
greatest obstacles and threats on the path to peaceful, stable, sustainable development. 
The growing role of religion in everyday and social life in the North Caucasus should not lead 
to a minimization of the secular space in the region. In such a way, it is necessary to promote 
equal access to public space for all members of society and support NGOs that protect 
the secular character of the state and the rights of women and minorities. The increasing 
influence of ethnic nationalisms in the North Caucasus, together with religious radicalization, 
are the greatest threats to the stable development of multi-ethnic societies in the North 
Caucasus. This makes it all the more important to promote civil society institutions in the 
region in order to advance the development of a common civil identity. The ethnic movements 
of the North Caucasian peoples must be more closely involved in cooperation by including 
them in national and international programs and projects for socio-economic, linguistic and 
cultural development. In particular, in order to protect young people from radicalization, the 
fight against radicalism and terrorism must not be limited to robust anti-terrorist measures 
alone. It is primarily a question of combating the ideology of terrorism by cultural-ideological 
means within the framework of deradicalization programs. The strategy of divide-et-impera 
towards certain Islamic religious movements also leads to further radicalization and deepens 
the already deep internal social and ideological rifts. Instead of contributing to a peaceful, 
sustainable solution, the existing problem is being massively exacerbated.

The countries of the Greater Caucasus should develop closer cooperation among themselves, 
regardless of political conflicts, in order to prevent the spread of radicalism and to better 
coordinate the fight against terrorism. This also applies to cooperation at the level of special 
services between Russia and Georgia and between Azerbaijan and Armenia. 

Since Georgia and Armenia are both members of the EU’s Eastern Partnership Program they 
should use this platform to articulate their concerns regarding the rising level of terrorism 
threats and the growth of terrorist activities in the region as well as start preliminary 
discussions with the European Union in order to get EU funding for anti-terror capacity 
building programs.
 
Under certain conditions, the danger of terrorist activities radiating from the Greater 
Caucasus to Europe is possible. For that reason, the awareness of the complexity of the 
Greater Caucasus region appears to be fundamental. Monitoring radical movements in the 
North and South Caucasus could bring new information to light. Reliable data on the topic is 
scarce and scholars only have a vague idea of what is happening on the ground. A thorough 
academic examination of the region, including the establishment of appropriate international 
scientific networks, is becoming increasingly important. Notwithstanding current conflicts in 
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EU-Russia relations, multilateral joint initiatives on migration control as well as joint, practice-
oriented, educational programs on anti-terrorism for officials, diplomats and scholars from 
the EU, Russia and South Caucasus should be at least taken into consideration. 

Alexander Dubowy
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CURRENT TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN THE  
NORTH CAUCASUS 
by Akhmet Yarlykapov

The North Caucasus is a historical and geographical region of Russia, located in the mountains 
and northern slopes of the Caucasian ridge. It includes the regions of the North Caucasus Federal 
District (NCFD) – the Stavropol Territory, the Republic of Dagestan, the Chechen Republic, the 
Republic of Ingushetia, the Republic of North Ossetia-Alania, the Kabardino-Balkarian Republic 
and the Karachay-Cherkess Republic, as well as two regions of the Southern Federal District, 
namely Krasnodar Territory and the Republic of Adygea. With more than two dozen North 
Caucasian peoples – referring to the various ethnic groups living there – more than four dozen 
languages are spoken. The population density in the North Caucasus is very high: 1.5percent of 
Russia's territory is home to over 10 percent of its population (over 14 million people). 

The growing significance of ethnic factors

After a slight decline in the late 1990s to the early 2000s, the significance of the ethnic factor 
seems to be growing again. For example, this was well shown during the events in Ingushetia 
at the end of 2018, which became widely known as the “Ingush protest”. These events began 
after the two heads of Ingushetia and Chechnya, Yunus-Bek Evkurov and Ramzan Kadyrov, 
signed an agreement on a proposed land swap between the two Northeast Caucasian republics 
Chechnya and Ingushetia on September 26, 2018. In early October, protests began in Ingushetia 
based on the belief that because of signed agreement, Ingushetia had lost about nine per 
cent of its state territory. Despite official statements that a territory-exchange agreement 
of uninhabited territories had taken place, as part of a larger deal to demarcate the border 
between the two republics, ten settlements of three municipal districts of Ingushetia were 
deprived. In the Dzheyrakh district, the Chechen side transferred territories with clan towers 
of some Ingush families, including the Tsaroevs, the Dzangievs, and others more.

Why did the situation develop into a conflict scenario shortly after the agreement had been 
signed? Ingushetia is one of the newly created regions of the Russian Federation established in 
1991. Almost all of the Ingushetian borders with its surrounding neighbours are controversial; 
the Prigorodny district of North Ossetia, inhabited by Ingush, has not been returned after the 
restoration of Chechen-Ingushetia in 1957, and the borders with the Chechen Republic were 
never clearly established due to the fact that Russia did not consider the agreement with the 
separatist leadership of Chechnya in the 1990s legal. 

The territorial issue turned out to be a consolidating idea for both the Ingush and the 
Chechens. Rallying the Ingush on the basis of protecting the territory of the republic allowed 
them to overcome the division into taips (clans) and feel like a single nation. The Chechens 
gathered around the Chechen Head of Republic Ramzan Kadyrov and came out in support 
of the agreement, which in turn means, they were positioning themselves against the Ingush 
and the Ingush protest. Kadyrov received support by a variety of Chechen forces, including 
his irreconcilable political opponents – the supporters of Ichkeria. In other words, the Ingush 
protests against the territorial agreement with Chechnya reflect the formation of “new” ethnic 
nations in the North Caucasus, all of them ready to defend their territories.

Current trends and developments in the North Caucasus
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Ethnic movements that yielded to political Islam in the 2000s are once again spreading and 
increasing their influence, especially among young people. One of the important trends in the 
development of ethnic movements in the North Caucasus is their transition to a network-form of 
activism. The networks operate on top of different organizations and provide ethnic movements 
with mobility, as well as the opportunity to discuss current issues in real time. In this regard, 
for example, the Internet and its diverse tools and services including instant-messaging-devices 
such as WhatsApp are becoming important instruments used for “mobile office” activities.

The potential of ethnic networks for protest mobilization was well demonstrated in the Russian 
republic of Dagestan in 2017, when a serious crisis erupted there emanating from long-existing 
land problems in the region. At the end of May 2017, ethnic Nogai activists disseminated via 
social networks the decision of the Dagestani authorities who had proclaimed two “illegal” 
settlements as legal by their status and which were built on the former lands of livestock 
breeding. In addition to the fact that the decision was made by the Dagestani authorities 
without any discussion, it also overlapped with the election crisis in the Nogai district of the 
Republic of Dagestan, where for two months they had not been able to choose a new municipal 
government. On June 14, 2017, the All-Russian Congress of the Nogai People was held in the 
Terekli-Mekteb district centre. According to various estimates, four to six thousand delegates 
from different regions of Russia took part. The congress had been organized by an initiative 
group that announced the aggravation of the land issue related to the plans of the Dagestani 
authorities to assign the legal status to settlements located on lands for livestock. According 
to delegates from various regions of Russia who gathered in the Nogai district centre for the 
congress, an offensive was going on in the territory of the compact residence of the Nogai 
people. As a result of the congress, a resolution and an appeal to President Putin with a request 
to solve the land problem was adopted.

These events showed that the Dagestani republican government had no control over the 
situation, and they also stimulated further the politicization of the Nogai protest movement. 
The republican authorities were eventually forced to compromise on the election of the head 
of the municipality, abandoning their plans of granting the illegal settlements on the lands of 
livestock breeding official, legal status.17 The status of these lands is still a painful problem and 
will most likely remain a serious potential for conflicts in the future. It can be concluded that 
growing ethnic nationalist movements and dynamics are increasingly developing into conflicts, 
which constitutes an overall trend that poses great danger to the stability of the entire region. 

Dynamics of political Islam 

The role and influence of (political) Islam in public space is growing in the North-East Caucasus. 
The state is forced to respond to this development and to engage in an exchange with religious 
leaders for possible cooperations. For example, in connection with the increase of influenza in 
Dagestan, the chief of the Administration of the Head of Government of the Republic, Vladimir 
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Ivanov met with Mufti Akhmadhajji Abdulaev and asked him for “assistance in solving this 
problem”.18 Mosques are one of the most visited places in Dagestan, and Friday sermons are an 
effective means of disseminating information about influenza prevention.

The growing influence of Islam among the inhabitants of the North Caucasus leads to a spreading 
awareness and application of specific practices. For example, the status of women is changing, 
or polygamy is increasingly cultivated. In some areas of Dagestan, female genital mutilation 
has started to become a common practice. In Dagestan, Chechnya and Ingushetia as a whole, 
a kind of conservative turn is taking place, leading to an increased seclusion of women. In some 
cases, this even turns into violence against women, including such forms as “honour killings”.19 
Unfortunately in Chechnya, such practices that violate women's rights enjoy the approval of 
the republic’s leadership, as for instance women are obliged to wear a headscarf in public or 
hold public positions.

The problem of radicalization 

According to various estimates, about 2,700 to 7,000 people left the North Caucasus for the 
Middle East between 2011 and 2017. However, even such an outflow of radical youth did not 
lead to a decrease of radicalization in the region. On the contrary, the readiness to use violence 
among the Muslim youth in the North Caucasus remains high. According to a sociological study 
by Dagestani sociologists led by renowned scholar Zaid Abdulagatov, 3.8 percent of young 
people who were part of the survey said that they supported Dagestanis fighting in Syria for 
ISIS, another 8.7 percent hesitated to respond. 3.5 percent said they were ready to join ISIS, 
whereas 7.2 percent demurred in this regard. It is obscure that 19.8 percent of young Muslims 
said that they could not be patriots of a non-Sharia state.20

The level of radicalism is high due to the ongoing systemic crisis in the region. Corruption, 
clannishness, and the lack of perspectives in general encourage young people to search for 
Islamic ideologies and utopic sharia projects in order to resolve the social predicaments that 
surround them. Young Muslims have experienced this in Syria and Iraq, in territories controlled 
by an Islamic authority, and through ostensibly Islamic legislation.

The issue of radicalization has many dimensions, both religious and socio-political as well as 
economical. An attempt to try and solve the problem of Islamic radicalism through spreading 
the influence of Sufism and Shiism is noticeable in the North Caucasus today. Iran’s influence is 
particularly visible and farreaching, as is apparent in its increased interest in cultural, political 
and economic co-operations with the North Caucasian republics.

In 2017, a scandal broke out in the North Caucasus in connection with the controversial 
promotion of the film by the Iranian producer Majid Majidi titled “Muhammad – the Messenger 
of the Almighty”. At the end of 2016, the film was shown in almost all cinemas of the Republic 
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of Dagestan, commissioned by the Spiritual Board of Muslims of Dagestan. Nevertheless, 
among the majority of Muslims in the region, the film met with their disapproval. Many well-
known Muslims also dismissed the movie, such as for instance Khabib Nurmagomedov, a well-
known Russian professional mixed martial artist. Interestingly enough, Nurmagomedov had 
initially commented on the film positively but was forced to change his public approach under 
a barrage of criticism of his Instagram followers. Overall, this rejection of the movie was due to 
the predominantly Sunni North Caucasus region where Iran, with the support of Moscow, was 
trying to promote a film based on Shiite sources and neglecting Sunni traditions in doing so.21

The Chechen secular and religious authorities strongly opposed the distribution of the Majid 
Majidi film. On June 24, 2017, the urgent appeal of the Mufti of the Chechen Republic Salah 
Mezhiev was published, in which he criticized Iran and Shiismby stating that through its cultural 
centres, Iran “disseminates Shiite-style religious literature, thereby distorting the true path of 
Islam”. Shiite literature was banned for Chechen Muslims, Mezhiev added.22

Thus, the significance of Islam – both cultural and political – is growing in the North Caucasus. 
Despite the large emigration of radical Muslims to the Middle East, a high level of radicalization 
remains in the region, which cannot be reduced by informal support for Sufism and Shiism.

Changing structures, strategies and methods of the terrorist network

In terms of terrorism in the North Caucasus we are witnessing an almost complete withdrawal 
of the Caucasus Emirate (CE) associated with al-Qaeda, and the transition of ISIS supporters 
to the tactics of the so-called “lone wolves”. This is the result of a change in the policy of the 
Islamic State in the North Caucasus: if the Islamic State had been considered by the CE as a 
source of “cannon fodder” before, since 2014 it is regarded as its branch. This is evident by the 
announcement of the creation of the “Wilayat Caucasus of the Islamic State” (Wilayat Kavkaz) 
on June 23, 2015.23 In connection with establishing the Wilayat Kavkaz, the leadership of the 
Islamic State, realizing the inevitability of territorial losses in the Middle East, urged the Muslim 
youth to remain in their homelands and engage in subversive activities right there. Hence, 
the flow of young Muslims from the North Caucasus wanting to join ISIS gradually decreased 
between 2015 and 2016, and in 2017 it completely came to a halt.

The way the terrorist network and its methods are changing can be clearly seen in the example 
of two attacks in Grozny in 2014 and 2016. The first attack was organized by militants acting 
on behalf of the Caucasus Emirate, while the second was already committed on behalf of the 
Islamic State. In 2014 the Press House in Grozny was captured and led to the launch of a large 
counter-terrorism operation with security forces and armored vehicles. The 2016 clash was less 
massive, but equally major in its effects. It was carried out by less equipped militants, who also 
sought to seize the weapons of the policemen they were attacking.24
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The jihadist organization called CE was replaced by ISIS; however, ISIS didn’t maintain the same 
structure which had existed with the CE, because they didn’t have enough human and financial 
resources. Almost all militants responded to the call to leave for the Middle East and join 
ISIS. The Islamic State, however, was not able to establish regular financing of the wannabe-
supporters in the North Caucasus, and the latest events related to the territorial losses of the 
ISIS, entailing financial losses, led to the fact that the issue of establishing funding from some 
countries of the Gulf region (primarily Saudi Arabia and Qatar), simply disappeared by itself. 
As a result, the intensity of militant attacks throughout the North Caucasus has drastically 
declined and led to significant changes within the terrorist network. Subsequently, ISIS was 
able to replace the CE by riding on the wave of general enthusiasm after having spread the idea 
of migration to the Middle East among the militant scene, but the further chain of events led 
to ISIS not being able to maintain the CE networks that had been established and therefore, 
gaining a foothold in the region was not possible. 

Moreover, there is also a dramatic change in the tactics and strategies of the terrorist network 
in the North Caucasus. ISIS failed to maintain the structures that the CE had had in the region, 
and full-fledged funding of militants was unrealizable. Following the experiences seen in Europe, 
ISIS relied on so-called “lone wolves” in the North Caucasus, who may be completely unrelated 
to the organization, but share their goals and objectives.

A clear sign of such reorientation of the terrorist network was apparent in the attack on 
policemen with knives in the Dagestani city of Kaspiysk at the end of August 2017.25 Two men 
bearing IS symbols wounded one policeman and killed another before they were shot and killed 
by a third police officer. Further terrorist attacks that were committed in the North Caucasus 
in 2018 and are worth mentioning here include an attack on churches in Kizlyar and Grozny 
in February and May, attacks in Grozny, Shali and Mesker-Yurt (Shali district of Chechnya) in 
August, 2018. These clashes showed that previous terrorist networks had now been replaced 
and attempts to create new ones were more the initiative of “lone wolves” rather than by 
representatives of the Islamic State. Another concerning factor is that terrorists are more 
frequently using 11-year-old children while they themselves, as the organizers of terrorist 
attacks, are between 18 and 22 years old. 

Terrorist attacks in Chechnya continue despite the worst punishments for the attackers’ 
families, including the destruction of their houses or even deportations from Chechnya. 
Moreover, the activities of the so-called “Kizilyurt”-Group led by Shamil Bilalov in Dagestan 
(and which was demolished in September 2018) showed that even in the absence of funding, 
attempts to establish terrorist networks under the ISIS brand continue until today. Thus, 
putting an end to terrorist financing only leads to a change in tactics, but not to the dissolution 
and elimination of the terrorist network. 

Current trends and developments in the North Caucasus
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Recommendations

– Ethnic nationalisms developing in the North Caucasus region pose a danger to the stable 
development of this multi-ethnic region today. In order to successfully “isolate” ethnic 
nationalism phenomena, it is necessary to promote the development of civil society 
institutions in the region, as well as the formation of a common and stable civil identity.

– Ethnic movements of the North Caucasian peoples must be enforced further into co-
operations by involving them in programs and projects around socio-economic, linguistic 
and cultural developments.

– The increasing role of religion in the life of North Caucasian societies should not lead to a 
reduction of secular space in the region. It is necessary to promote equal access to public 
space for all members of society, to support NGOs that protect the secular nature of the 
state and the rights of women and minorities.

– The fight against radicalism and terrorism should not be limited by force. Both the ideology 
of terrorism and the prevailing socio-economic conditions that are pushing young people to 
search for the ideology of social justice must be fought.

– It is advisable to abandon the policy of supporting certain movements of Islam to the 
detriment of others. In modern conditions, this only leads to an increase in the split among 
Muslims and further rounds of radicalization.
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CURRENT TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN THE NORTH 
AND SOUTH CAUCASUS: A VIEW FROM RUSSIA 
by Sergey Markedonov

Since 2014, the political momentum in the Greater Caucasus has been overshadowed by 
developments in Ukraine and the Middle East. Meanwhile, the region continues to face a large 
number of risks, ranging from unresolved ethno-political conflicts (the Nagorno-Karabakh one, 
in particular) to competing integration projects (Eurasian Economic Union on the one side, EU 
and NATO on the other).

The internal and external political and security dynamics

Both Armenia and Azerbaijan continue their negotiations and provocations along the contact 
line in Karabakh and the interstate border outside the conflict zone. We are witnessing the so-
called “Karabakh pendulum”, a political situation where the parties are trying to manage the 
circumstances rather than resolving them. The external actors (USA, Russia and France as co-
Chairs of the OSE Minsk Group) all agree on promoting compromise, but at the same time they 
are not actively pushing Baku and Yerevan towards making peace. Thus, we are experiencing 
a complex balance act between the negotiations and provocations, which is in fact no serious 
prerequisite for a diplomatic breakthrough.

The Abkhazian and South Ossetian conflicts discontinued, without showing any positive or 
negative developments. Russia has guaranteed security, economic development and self-
determination for both of the two breakaway-republics from Georgia, and they have enjoyed 
this situation so far while in the meantime, the government in Tbilisi has been strengthening 
its military co-operations with both the EU and NATO. However, we see a new status-quo 
going back to the 2008 events. The USA and its allies still support the Georgian territorial 
integrity and consider the Abkhaz and South Ossetian interdependence as proof of Russian 
revisionism in Eurasia. At the same time, Moscow jeopardizes all attempts to accept Georgia 
to the NATO and considers its admission efforts a threat for the entire regional security. The 
West does not encourage Georgia to start campaigning for its own restoration of territorial 
integrity, and Russia is not going to extend its control outside of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. 
In conclusion, this means that the big players have de facto defined their spheres of interests 
and influence.

The Caucasus region is particularly influenced by the current developments and dynamics in 
the Middle East. Armenia (with a population of three million people) has accepted about 17,000 
ethnic Armenians who had fled from Syria, predominantly Aleppo. Georgia has become an area 
where about 20-25,000 Arabs have found a safe haven, while Azerbaijan has accepted about 
50,000 Kurds. Baku is considered a strategic partner of Ankara that supplies weapons for the 
Azerbaijani national army as well as ensures the training of the security services and military 
personnel. Azerbaijan completely supports the Turkish interventions in Syria and is provoking 
fears in Yerevan as well as strengthening strategic ties with the Armenian leadership and with 
Russia at the same time, in spite of the “revolutionary character” of Armenian Prime Minister 
Nikol Pashinyan’s government which  previously has strongly co-operated with western 
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NGOs. It is no coincidence that Yerevan became the first Eurasian partner of Moscow, sent 
a military-humanitarian mission to Syria and was later openly criticized for this decision by 
the US government. Both Baku and Yerevan are interested in having Iran as a reliable partner, 
while Tehran is coordinating its interests between the Armenian and Azerbaijani ones. Iran 
tries to develop connections with the Eurasian Union via Armenia, and at the same time wants 
to construct a joint Russia-Azerbaijan-Iran infrastructure project. 

Until today, the impact of China in the Caucasus region is not comparable with Russian or 
Western influences. However, Beijing is building political frameworks that are attractive to 
countries in the region (for example it insists on the recognition and respect of territorial 
integrity of all regions’ states). In addition, China’s reluctance to get involved in the region’s 
internal problems makes it a convenient partner for everyone. This helps to explain why 
Georgia is having the reputation of a pro-NATO country and became the first South Caucasus 
state that signed the Free Trade Agreement with China. 

The Greater Caucasus nowadays does not face ethnic and social terrorism. Acts of terrorism 
in the region currently are not justified by ideas of self-determination, secession or protest 
against “the capitalist exploitation”. Terrorist attacks and activities that are “typical” for 
Russia’s Chechnya and, to a lesser extent, Dagestan in the 1990s and 2000 are and have been 
connected with separatism and ethno-nationalist movements claiming “just” ethnic borders. 
Now there are no groups acting under the banner of the so-called Chechen Republic Ichkeria 
or Avar’s Imam Shamil Front, promoting the idea of political dominance of this ethnic group in 
Dagestan. It is worth noting that the North Caucasus jihadists/“mujahedeen” (led by Dokka 
Umarov at that time) proclaiming the Caucasus Emirate in October 2007 have abolished the 
Chechen separatist entity. Today, its leaders are mostly living in exile (for example, Prime 
Minister of the unrecognized Chechen Republic Akhmed Zakayev living in London, or former 
Foreign Minister Ilyas Akhmadov living in Washington) without exercising any control, and 
they have no real impact on Chechnya and the North Caucasus in general.

The jihadists began their fights against ethnic borders by treating them as a tool of Russia’s 
“imperialist subordination” for the unification of all “pure Muslims” over their origins and 
national distinctions. In this context, the presence of ethnic Russians was symbolic and 
therefore, their maps included territories controlled by “real Muslims”. The North Caucasus 
Emirate leadership claimed to unite their activities with their supporters both in Georgia and 
Azerbaijan. The events of 2012, 2013 and 2017 in Lopota Gorge, Batumi, Pankisi Gorge and 
Tbilisi, demonstrated the growing danger of the Caucasian jihadists for the whole Greater 
Caucasus. 

By 2015 the influence of the Caucasus Emirate has slowly been replaced by the Vilayat 
Caucasus which identifies itself strongly with the Islamic State (ISIS). Since that time, the 
most dangerous terrorist activities in the Russian Caucasus territory were carried out by the 
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so-called ISIS “umbrella”. Thus, the ideology of the current Greater Caucasus terrorism is 
more and more developing into a revival of religious values, characterized by a shift from “fake 
religiosity” (treated as wrong) to the “real/pure Islam”, as well as an anti-Russian and anti-
Western approach (and anti-Semitic too).26

The ethnic-sociological dimension

Islam is the second most widely professed religion in the Russian Federation, making it the 
largest minority religion in the country. Under the Law on Freedom of Conscience and Religious 
Organizations, it is considered one of Russia’s traditional religions and it is legally recognized 
along with Orthodox Christianity, Judaism and Buddhism as part of Russia’s historical and 
cultural heritage.27

There are seven regions of the Russian Federation with a Muslim majority. Five of them are 
found in the North Caucasus, while the other two are republics of the Volga-Ural area. The 
majority of Russia’s Muslims are Sunni, with only 3 percent of all Russian Muslims being Shiites 
(most of them are ethnic Azeris and Lezgins from South Dagestan, and about 0.5 percent are 
ethnic Tatars). 

In Georgia, Islam is the second most widely professed religion after the Orthodox Christians28, 
with a total share of 11 percent Muslims (398,000), living mostly in the areas Kvemo Kartli, 
Adjara and the Pankisi Gorge. The largest group by numbers are the Azeri, composing more than 
6 percent (about 280,000) of the total population. They are concentrated predominantly in 
Kvemo Kartli (220,000), and most of them are following the principles of Shiite Islam. However, 
in the course of the last decade the Sunni influence has seriously grown. The other remaining 
Muslim groups present in both Adjara and the Pankisi Gorge are Sunni Muslims. In the case of 
Adjara, they are ethnic Georgians (about 150,000), while in the Pankisi Gorge they are Kistin-
Chechens (about 5,700). 

Azerbaijan is the most heterogeneous country in terms of religious identity. 97 percent of 
the country’s population (10.3 million people) professes Islam, including Azeris (91.6 percent), 
Lezgins (2 percent) and other ethnic minorities of the Dagestani origins (Avars) as well as 
Iranian (Talyshs, Kurds). 65 percent of the Azerbaijani Muslims are Shiites, while 35 percent 
profess Sunni Islam. 
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DUM (SPIRITUAL BOARDS OF MUSLIMS) UMBRELLA ORGANIZATION

DAGESTANI SPIRITUAL MUSLIM ADMINISTRATION (DUMD) 2,800 (200 outside Dagestan)

MUSLIM SPIRITUAL ADMINISTRATION OF TATARSTAN 
(DUMT) 1,500 (30 outside Tatarstan)

CENTRAL MUSLIM SPIRITUAL ADMINISTRATION (TSDUM) 1,400

COORDINATING CENTRE OF MUSLIMS OF THE NORTH 
CAUCASUS 1,000

COUNCIL OF MUFTIS OF RUSSIA (SMR) 500

MUSLIM SPIRITUAL ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMEA 350

SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF MUSLIMS OF RUSSIA 200

RUSSIAN ASSOCIATION OF ISLAMIC ACCORD 120

ISLAMIC CONGRESS OF RUSSIA 50

The cultural and ideological dimensions

Islam was unlikely to be a unifying or stabilizing force in post-Soviet Russia, Georgia and 
Azerbaijan. As before, Islamic communities of those countries remained divided by varying 
Islamic traditions and do not comprise a homogeneous geographical, ethno-linguistic or cultural 
space. The remaining North and South Caucasus pockets of Muslim communities vary in terms 
of their particular historical legacies and evolutions, ethnic make-up, the level of Islamization, 
relations with the dominant cultures and the state, institutional and organizational structures 
and the extent of exposure to external Islamic influences. 

The majority of Russia’s Muslims are followers of the Hanafi Mad’hab or School of Jurisprudence 
of Sunni Islam. However, Chechens, Ingush and the majority of Dagestanis adhere to the Shafi’i 
Mad’hab. The Hanafi School is considered to be more tolerant of local customs and variations 
of Islamic practice than the Shafi’i. Followers of Hanafi Mad’hab compose about 65 percent 
of all Russia’s Muslims, and Shafi’i Mad’hab has approximately 30 percent of adherents. The 
Shafi’i school predominates in the North Caucasus, and the Hanafi school everywhere else in 
Russia. In addition, some 60 percent of Muslim believers in Chechnya, Ingushetia, and Dagestan 
adhere to Sufi (mystical) Islam of the Naqshbandiyya, Qadiriyya and Shaziliyya Tariqats (Sufi 
brotherhoods).

The Islamic revival processes in Russia, Georgia and Azerbaijan are not restricted to competition 
between official/state-supported structures. Unofficial Muslim organizations, including radical 
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groups, are growing and becoming increasingly influential, which presents another challenge to 
Islamic unity and state-Muslim relations. 

Radical and non-official Islam in the Greater Caucasus is also a heterogeneous and multi-
dimensional phenomenon. There are groups that do not honor the status of officially recognized 
and state-supported Boards of Muslims as legitimate representatives of Islam. Adherents of 
radical Islamism claim that their interpretation of Islam is the only correct religion and seek 
the establishment of a Shariah law-based state. However, they never violently confront the 
Russian, Georgian or Azerbaijani governments. 

The most significant upshot of the two post-Soviet wars and the advent of global jihadi 
amirs in Russia’s North Caucasus was the emergence of the global jihadi-oriented Caucasus 
Emirate (CE), which replaces the national separatist and Sufi-oriented Chechen Republic of 
Ichkeria in 2007. The CE, albeit belatedly, was placed on the US-State Department’s list of 
specially designated international terrorist organizations in May 2011. Like almost all jihadist 
organizations, the Caucasus Emirate was a loosely coupled, decentralized network of many 
networks that worked to expand its activities and state-building efforts across Russia, utilizing 
concentrated Muslim populations in Tatarstan, Bashkortostan and elsewhere as platforms for 
further expansion. Self-announced emir of the CE, Chechen separatist and guerrilla leader 
Dokka Umarov announced his readiness to “liberate” not just the nearby Krasnodar area, but 
also the Astrakhan and Volga territories from the “occupation of the Russian kafirs [infidels].” 
In July 2013, by means of a video statement he called upon his supporters from the North 
Caucasus and Volga-Ural region to disrupt the upcoming Sochi Olympics. Even though the North 
Caucasus jihadists carried out two terrorist attacks in the Volgograd and one in the Stavropol 
region in December 2013, Umarov’s announcement were not implemented in the end. 

Feeling baffled by the security and lawenforcement and experiencing a great need for socio-
political support, extremist militants in the region have expressed bigger interest to cooperate 
with large international terrorist organizations, with ISIS currently ranking highest. In June 2015, 
some top commanders of the CE in Dagestan swore their loyalty to the leader of the Islamic 
State, Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi, proclaiming the Vilayat Caucasus. Since that time, the most 
dangerous terrorist activities in the Russian territory were committed by the ISIS “umbrella”. 

Despite the decrease in terrorist acts, jihadists are still capable of impudent and reckless 
attacks like the ones against the Orthodox churches in Dagestan and Chechnya in February and 
May 2018. Neither al-Qaeda nor other organizations rank the Caucasus high on their priority 
list. Instead, the region looks rather superficial with regard to activities of the Islamic State, 
with a lot of improvisation on behalf of certain warlords and commanders. 

Therefore, the weakening and losing of any attractiveness of the “Caucasus Emirate” is being 
slowly replaced by a new driving force institutionalized by ISIS. It has far less connections to 
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the “Russian North Caucasus soil”, even though some of its current or prospective followers 
originate from the region. About 2,500 people from the North Caucasus have been engaged in 
the Middle Eastern hostilities in Syria and Iraq. The followers of ISIS represent a much younger 
generation whose visions were shaped not by homegrown Islamists but rather by “emuftis” – 
bearers of the destructive virtual knowledge preaching online. To them not only Russia but the 
whole North Caucasus in particular, with its distinct traditions of practicing Islam, is regarded 
an obstacle to the spreading of the “correct and righteous faith”. 

In Georgia, the Pankisi Gorge seems to be the most dangerous place in terms of radicalization. 
Around 60-70 percent of the youth (age 35 and younger) adhere to Salafi Islam, while the 
rest of the population, including a majority of elderly members of the community, practices 
“traditional” Islam. Currently, there are five mosques and madrasas frequented by followers of 
traditional Islam, while followers of Salafi Islam attend seven mosques and madrasas. Traditional 
mosques are managed by the state-supported Board of Muslims of all Georgia, however, only 
one mosque in the village of Duisi has been officially registered. The lack of opportunities for 
professional development and social mobility, a low quality of education in their own state, as 
well as isolation and estrangement from the rest of the Georgian regions have led local youth 
to resort to Salafi Islam as a way of self-realization and expression. It should be noted that 
there has been a strong depopulation trend in the Pankisi Gorge, which has been observed for 
the last 10-15 years. Based on Georgian sources up to 50 fighters from Pankisi are involved in 
the hostilities in both Iraq and Syria. However, many of them did not travel to Syria and Iraq 
directly from Georgia, but instead from Turkey and the European countries where they had 
been living as refugees and economic migrants. Such key figures of the “Middle Eastern Jihad”, 
like for example Tarkhan Batirashvili (Abu Omar al-Shishani, 1986-2016) or Muslim Margoshvili 
(nicknamed Viking) originally were from Pankisi. 

In Azerbaijan, radical Islamists appear in a rather fragmented form. The Shiite Iran-backed 
radicals are concentrated in Nardaran (suburban area of Baku), Astara and Lenkoran, while 
Sunni-oriented radicals (Salafi) hold strong positions along the border with Russia’s Dagestan 
in the North of Azerbaijan (Quba, Qusar). The situation in Northern Azerbaijan requires 
even more focused attention, and interestingly enough most of the militants there are non-
Azerbaijani people. Their radicalization is most likely due to unsuccessful integration in the 
Azerbaijani society. 

After the events of November 2015 in Nardaran, when strikes between Islamist groups and law 
enforcement agencies took place, the financial connections between Shiite groups and Iran (as 
well different Iranian funds) practically stopped. The assistance from Saudi Arabia was rather 
minimal, and Sunni radical groups were supported via Turkey and Russia’s North Caucasus 
militants. After the failure of the 2016 coup d’état in Turkey, the Azerbaijani government 
strengthened its political pressure on the followers of Fethullah Gülen who was accused of an 
anti-Erdogan conspiracy by the Turkish government.
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The threat of terrorism and anti-terror measures

The so-called “Sochi factor” as a crucially important element among the anti-terrorist 
measures must be part of any terrorism-related assessments. Facing major security risks and 
potential threats, the Russian government had put in place serious security measures in the 
lead-up to the Olympics. Any act of terrorism in Sochi (or in close proximity to the Olympics) 
was considered an undermining of the political credibility of Russian President Vladimir 
Putin, jeopardizing the symbolic affirmation of the Russian foreign policy goal to restore the 
country’s international influence. From a security-related standpoint the Winter Olympics 
in Sochi were close to impeccable, though many experts and politicians feared the vent may 
become a serious destabilizing factor in the region. Even most vigorous critics of the Kremlin 
had to recognize this. Preparing the Games, the Russian security forces practically neutralized 
militant jihadist groups in Abkhazia by 2013. They managed to liquidate the two leaders of 
the “Caucasus Emirate”, namely aforementioned Dokku Umarov (in 2013) and his successor Ali 
Abu-Muhammad Kebekov (in 2015). Notably, after the assassination of Chechen guerrilla leader 
Umarov, his successor Kebekov had to face a considerable deficit in resources and popular 
support. As a result, he attempted to play back on the “information front”, calling to refuse 
suicidal attacks committed by women and attacks on the civil population. However, there was 
much reason to assume that such calls were not grounded in the “peaceful nature” of a new 
warlord but rather in the lack of resources to stand up to the Russian security state machine. 
Since 2014 the number of terrorist attacks in the region fell down significantly. 

The conscription of ethnic Chechens to the Russian army was resumed with the simultaneous 
increase of a quota for other ethnicities from the North Caucasus republics. Attracting 
conscripts for this type of military duty was regarded a key tool in the integration process 
of multi-ethnic populations of the Russian Caucasus region into the “general” Russian socio-
cultural context by the Russian State. There is a strong argument that the decision was made 
due to the position of many regional elites as well as of many residents in the North Caucasus 
manifested during the Ukrainian crisis.

The “Sochi factor” has had a serious impact both for Georgia and Azerbaijan. Regarding the 
latter, this factor has been even more crucial and influential because of the mutual cooperation 
between the two countries, while Russia and Georgia have no diplomatic relations to one 
another and, as a result, there is an absence of coordination both in information exchange and 
anti-terror tactics. At the same time significant successes both in minimizing terrorist threats 
and the integration of the North Caucasus residents into national processes should not create 
an illusion of a non-conflict era finally coming into the Greater Caucasus region. 

There are both domestic as well as external factors signalling preservation of considerable 
risks to stability and security. The most important ones are:
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– Growing hostilities in the Middle East region;
– the mistrust between the region’s countries (Russia and Georgia) and ongoing Russian-

Western confrontation hindering fullscaled anti-terror cooperation; and
– domestic problems with the integration of ethnic and religious communities. 

Recommendations

– Anti-terror cooperation can be one of the possible ways to overcome the situation of 
“hostages” of the Ukrainian dynamics. Both Russia and the EU could initiate a common space 
for the fight against terrorism despite disagreements on Crimea. 

– It is necessary to openly proclaim that the European security is not restricted by the NATO 
or the Moscow-Brussels confrontations. The European stability depends on the success 
in anti-terror fights. Russia and the West (especially the EU) should take steps towards a 
practical cooperation in this field, despite of their unresolved disagreements.

– The promotion of information exchange is inevitable. The case of Akhmed Chatayev is a 
negative example how the mutual mistrust promotes the strengthening of terrorists. 
Information exchange should be provided on a permanent basis and not be conducted like 
“accidental information campaigns”.

– Joint initiatives (bilateral and multilateral) of migration control are necessary.

– Joint, practice-oriented, educational programs on anti-terrorism for officials, diplomats and 
scholars where the EU, Russia and Georgian experts can express and share their knowledge, 
could be implemented.
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The South Caucasus is a region torn apart by conflicts. Over decades, the resulting 
disconnection of its parts has led to significant disproportions in the region’s development. 
The sealed land borders preventing travel and trade between states, combined with the 
states’ political orientations towards different external centres of power, have produced a 
region that lacks a shared security system. Instead, its states’ security systems compete 
against each other.29 

The South Caucasus’ stable instability 

Georgia, despite domestic political changes, is unequivocally oriented towards the West; it 
aims to join the “club of Western countries” and, ideally, accede to the NATO and the EU in 
the long term. Contrary to widespread perceptions, Georgia's pro-Western orientation did 
neither originate during Saakashvili’s presidency nor desist when it ended. While domestic 
political changes affected Georgia’s foreign policy to some extent, their influence was not 
sustainable. Georgia’s troubles with Russia started shortly after its independence, under its  
first President Swiad Gamsakhurdia, and with the start of two ethnopolitical conflicts that 
created an ever-widening gap between the two states. In 2008, tensions culminated in the 
Russia-Georgia War and eventually in Russia’s recognition of the independence of Georgia’s 
breakaway territories, Abkhazia and South Ossetia.30 Georgia has always felt threatened by 
its powerful northern neighbour; unsurprisingly, Georgia’s quest for security is primarily due 
to its situation with Russia. It hopes to find this security in the West, but this “Westernization 
project” has not worked yet and is unlikely to work in the foreseeable future. What it does 
achieve is enhance Russia’s mistrust and sometimes hostility towards Georgia, which the 
latter reciprocates. In this vicious circle, Russia views Georgia as a bad neighbour and Georgia 
views Russia as a threat.
 
Unlike Georgia, Armenia does not border on Russia. Combined with its own pro-tracted 
ethnopolitical conflict, this explains Armenia’s entirely different foreign policy orientation. 
Trademarked as ‘complementarism,’31 Armenia’s multi-vector foreign policy relies on an 
ambition to maintain ties to all external players and stay out of the rivalry amongst them. 
Armenia has few options. It has sealed land borders with two of its neighbours, one being 
Azerbaijan as a result of the Karabakh conflict and Turkey due to its support of Azerbaijan. 
Its other two neighbours have issues with global players: Iran with the USA and the West in 
general, and Georgia with Russia. Accordingly, Armenia plays a balancing game by maintaining 
ties to the USA without compromising good neighbourly relations with Iran, and by doing the 
same with Russia and Georgia. This arrangement is not working very well for Armenia: The 
West is wary of Armenia’s pro-Russian stand, and Russia resents Armenia’s ties to the West. 

However, alternatives appear even worse. The unresolved Karabakh conflict dictates a 
need for security that only Russia can fulfill, given that Turkey is a NATO member. Besides, 
Georgia’s case shows that opting for the NATO without realistic hopes for membership is not 
an optimal strategy. As a result, Armenia is the only South Caucasus member of Russia-led 
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CSTO and Eurasian Economic Union (EEU). At the same time, Armenia maintains close ties 
with the EU, actively participates in the Eastern Partnership, and is the only EEU and CSTO 
member to have signed a CEPA with the EU.32 On the ground, Armenia’s ‘complementarism’ 
manifests as cooperation with Russia in the realm of security and with Europe, in the sphere of 
development. Rather than juxtaposing them, Armenia uses existing windows of opportunity 
to combine external influences, although with each crisis in the relations between the West 
and Russia, Armenia has less room for manoeuvre. Having no land border with Russia appears 
to play a role. With Georgia inbetween Russia, Armenia does not feel as threatened by Russia 
as Georgia does, and can reap benefits from its relationship with the former metropole. It is 
Armenia’s neighbour Turkey that plays the same role for Armenia that Russia does for Georgia. 
Burdened by history and aggravated by politics, relations between Armenia and Turkey now 
present as sealed borders and severed diplomatic ties. Armenia’s move to normalize ties 
with Ankara in 2008-2009, known as ‘football diplomacy,’ fell through under pressure from 
Azerbaijan. Following recent domestic changes in Turkey, hopes to include Turkey into the 
scope of Armenia’s complementarism are likely to remain unrealistic, at least during Turkey’s 
current presidency. This leaves Armenia no alternative to secure a partnership with Russia. 
Since there is no alternative to the EU in all that concerns developments, freedoms, governance 
models and democratic change, it is unlikely that Armenia will give up its balancing game any 
time soon. Further proof lies in the fact that after the 2018 Velvet Revolution, Armenia’s 
foreign policy strategy remained largely the same as it had been for almost thirty years. 
Armenia-Georgia relations deserve special mention. Even though external political vectors 
are pulling them apart, Armenia and Georgia have maintained exemplary good-neighbourly 
relations across all divides. Even the Russia-Georgia war did not upset them, despite Armenia’s 
strategic alliance with Russia. This stable and adaptive collaboration format is by no means 
self-evident in the disjointed Caucasus region.33

Azerbaijan follows yet another foreign policy model. In principle, it can also be labelled 
‘complementary,’ but similarity with Armenia’s strategy is superficial. Azerbaijan also 
aims at maintaining ties with the West and Russia and avoid engaging in their rivalry. The 
difference is that Azerbaijan has significant oil and gas resources that make it financially 
independent and leave more room for political manoeuvre. Since it does not depend on fuel 
supplies from Russia like Georgia and Armenia, it is able to maintain strong ties with Russia 
without participating in the Russia-led projects, namely aforementioned CSTO and the EEU. 
It can also afford to buy weapons from Russia at market prices as a non-member of the 
CSTO. Azerbaijan has excellent relations with neighbouring Georgia. It also benefits from a 
strategic alliance with Turkey, based on cultural and linguistic proximity of the two nations; 
it has Turkey’s support in almost all major issues including security. Accordingly, it has built 
pipelines and transportation routes via Georgia and Turkey for exporting its carbohydrates 
to the West and maintains its ties to the West on a high level. Azerbaijan’s regime also makes 
it different from its two neighbours: although far from consolidated democracies, both 
have working, if flawed, mechanisms of power rotation. Conversely, Azerbaijan is ruled by 
a dynasty of the Aliyevs and Pashayevs (the family of Mehriban Aliyeva, first lady and first 
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vice president). Azerbaijan has been able to tone down the issuing difficulties in interacting 
with the West. Its reputation of an Oriental state that violates human rights and persecutes 
dissidents is compensated by its carbohydrates, its strategic geographical situation between 
Iran and Russia, and its secular regime. One of the results of this configuration is that this 
Muslim-populated country is on excellent terms with Israel but not with Iran.

Ironically, the variety of external orientations contributes to the region’s stability. Given 
the numerous conflicts and rivalries, the overlapping interests of external players create a 
system of checks and balances. One can hardly call this ‘stability’; conflicts remain the most 
prominent feature of the Caucasus. However, the instability is stable in that it does not 
exceed a certain degree. Mutual risks act as mutual deterrents, and general distrust thus 
transforms into deterrence. While this form of deterrence does not in any way contribute to 
conflict resolution, it prevents the region from going the way of Afghanistan or Syria.

The cultural and ideological dimensions of the South Caucasus

All three South Caucasus states, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan gained independence less 
than thirty years ago with the disintegration of the USSR. All these new countries experience 
a post-colonial syndrome: they are looking for ways to shed the Soviet legacy and build 
new identities. Given their relative ethnic homogeneity, with ethnic minorities accounting 
for under 15 percent of their population, all three have opted to build political identities 
on an ethnic basis. All three dominant ethnic groups have consolidated cultures, including 
language, high culture, historical narratives going deep into antiquity and a record of national 
statehood. Accordingly, the national identities are built on patterns similar to ones that were 
common in Europe from the late 18th until the early 20th century, when empires disintegrated, 
and nation-states emerged. The states built on the imperial ruins are often perceived by 
dominant ethnic groups as their ethnic domains, triggering the emergence of ethnocentric 
and traditionalist ideologies. While they exist alongside other ideologies and narratives, there 
is variety across countries and a general, if not universal tendency for them to subside over 
time. Illiberal ethno-nationalist and traditionalist ideologies remain prominent in all three 
countries of the South Caucasus. 

In Armenia and Georgia, most of the population identifies as Christian,34 and both nations 
belong to the world’s most ancient Christian traditions. In Armenia, Christianity is a 
component of national identity, and the Armenian Apostolic Church is a national as well 
as a religious institution. While the Armenian Church maintains a traditionalist and anti-
modernization discourse, it does not express openly anti-Western views, arguably because a 
significant share of its congregation lives in the Armenian diaspora in the West. And although 
the Church does not openly engage in politics, religious and quasi-religious discourses in 
Armenia are widely instrumentalized against liberal narratives coming from the West, such 
as sex education and LGBT rights.
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Georgia, also a country with a long Christian tradition that adopted Christianity shortly after 
Armenia in the 4th century A.D., is different in that about a tenth of its population is Muslim. 
The Muslim population includes members of ethnic minorities such as Azerbaijanis and Kists 
(Georgian Chechens) and a number of ethnic Georgian communities’ chiefly resident in Adjara, 
a region in the west of Georgia. The presence of a strong Muslim minority may be the reason 
why religion in Georgia is more politicized than in Armenia. While the Georgian constitution 
stipulates freedom of religious belief, it also recognizes the ‘exclusive’ role of the Georgian 
Orthodox Church. The Church is involved in politics, and its head, the Patriarch Ilia II, regularly 
makes political speeches that affect public attitudes.35

However, the traditionalist preaching of the Georgian and Armenian churches does not translate 
into armed confrontations or narratives against secular statehood. Typically for ‘national 
churches,’ e.g. like in the cases of Greece or Poland, the churches of Georgia and Armenia play 
consolidating and traditionalist roles while also contributing to nationalistic discourses. 

The role of religion in Azerbaijan is quite different. Most of its population adheres to Islam, and 
other religions, such as Christianity and Judaism, are only practiced by ethnic minorities, which 
amount to under 2 percent of the population of the territories controlled by Azerbaijan (i.e. 
excluding Karabakh and adjacent regions under its control). Most ethnic Azerbaijanis are Shiite 
Muslims but there are also some Sunnis. Among the ethnic minorities, the Talysh, a group close 
to the Iranians living in the south of Azerbaijan near the border with Iran, practice Shia Islam. 
Conversely, ethnic Lezgin and Avar communities in the north adhere to Sunnism. In a rebound 
from the forced secularization of the Soviet times, the Islamic faith in Azerbaijan is experiencing 
a revival. Shia Islam is often considered the ‘traditional’ faith in Azerbaijan. In fact, the variety 
of Islamic trends in Azerbaijan has a territorial dimension. Around the capital and in the south, 
there is a trend toward Shia Islamization. However, in the north and in the cities including the 
capital, Sunni Islam is on the rise, sometimes in radical Salafist forms. The forms of Shia Islam 
that develop under the auspices of an official body, the Caucasus Muslims Office, are loyal to 
the secular state, which treats them with respect. However, the state suppresses all forms of 
Islamic political activity, sometimes harshly, and persecutes members of Islamic groups that 
are considered a threat to secularity. Its attitude to religion is similar to those of the secular 
authoritarian states of the Near East and Central Asia. The main differences between Armenia 
and Georgia are that nationalism in Azerbaijan does not instrumentalize religion, and that it 
is the Azerbaijani state that generates traditionalistic and anti-Western narratives. Wary of 
religion, the secular state promotes secular nationalism similar to Turkey’s Kemalism. Heydar 
Aliyev, the Father of the Nation, fulfils a similar role as Kemal Ataturk in Azerbaijan. His son 
Ilham, the current leader of Azerbaijan, is also a secular figure. 

The threat of terrorism and anti-terror measures

It would be logical to expect the zones of ethnopolitical conflicts inside the region – Abkhazia, 
South Ossetia and Karabakh – to generate terrorist activity. However, the conflict zones are 
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under control of the states and de-facto entities involved in them. Armed confrontations, 
which happen regularly, do not involve militant groups but armies under centralized command, 
and therefore do not spread beyond the conflict zones.36

Outside of the conflict zones, the South Caucasus has a record of politically motivated violent 
acts committed by radical groups beyond government control. However, those are separate 
incidents that do not form a pattern. They include, for example, the 1999 Armenian parliament 
shooting37, the 2012 Lopota incident38 in Georgia and the 2016 hostage crisis in Yerevan39. Most 
of these incidents were successfully handled by the police; the perpetrators were arrested, and 
the groups dispersed. It can thus be argued that the South Caucasus itself has not represented 
a source of terrorism so far.

However, the South Caucasus is not just a conflict-torn region but also one located in a 
turbulent part of the world. The distance from Armenia’s borders to the parts of Syria where 
terrorist organizations operate is about three hundred kilometres, roughly the same as from 
Azerbaijan’s borders to northern Iraq. With regard to Georgia, it borders on Chechnya and 
other high-risk parts of the Russian Northern Caucasus. In recent years, the situation in the 
Near East and the Northern Caucasus has generated a sub-culture of terrorism in the regions 
of the South Caucasus populated by nations that adhere to Islam. 

This primarily concerns the Pankisi Gorge located in the North of Georgia in a region bordering 
on Chechnya. The gorge is relatively small, about thirty kilometres long and five kilometres 
wide. The local population are Kists, a small ethnic group close to the Chechens (otherwise 
defined as a sub-group of Chechens living south of the Greater Caucasus), numbering from 
6,000 to 9,000 by various accounts. The rest of the population in Pankisi Gorge are ethnic 
Chechens, refugees from Chechnya; their numbers are estimated by various sources at 600 
to 6,000. Being one of Georgia’s poorest territories, Pankisi Gorge is barely controlled by the 
Georgian government and is believed to hold large quantities of weapons. 50 to 200 persons 
from this small territory fought in Syria alongside the Islamic State; one of the most prominent 
commanders of the Islamic State, Tarkhan Batirashvili (known as Omar al-Shishani) originally 
came from Pankisi Gorge. According to some sources, at least 25 Islamic State militants from 
Pankisi Gorge were killed in Syria starting in 2012. Given the small size of the community, 
these numbers indicate that radical Islamist ideology is common among youth in Pankisi. All 
the mosques in Pankisi Gorge are Salafist (also known as Wahhabite in the former Soviet 
space). Starting in the early 1990s, the Pankisi Gorge attracted many Arabs; according to 
Georgian intelligence, many of them were militants with ties to al-Qaeda. In Syria and Iraq, 
the nom de guerre ‘al-Shishany,’ meaning ‘the Chechen,' has become a brand name amongst 
militants. Residents of Pankisi identify as Chechens and account for a significant share of 
Islamic state militants of Chechen origin, including quite a few commanders. Radical Islamists 
returning from the war to the small region can bring about further radicalization of Pankisi’s 
population.40
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Georgia has two other Muslim communities: ethnic Azerbaijanis in the south-east and ethnic 
Georgians in Adjara, in the south-west. Georgia’s largest Muslim community, the Azerbaijanis, 
chiefly adhere to Shia Islam and are not known to have joined radical Islamic groups. The 
community has Islamic schools and publishes a few religious periodicals, but the Islamic faith 
develops there in traditional forms, showing no signs of politicization. 

In Adjara, Islamic radicalism is less benign but not drastic. While the Azerbaijani community of 
Georgia lives in relative isolation, Adjara has a mixed population of Muslims and Christians41, 
both ethnic Georgians; some of the Muslims live in the regional capital, Batumi. Typically for 
a zone of contact, disputes frequently happen between the religious communities of Adjara. 
For example, Christians often protest against the construction of mosques, and sometimes 
the protests lead to clashes. The fact that Adjara borders on Turkey and has a significant 
presence of businesspeople and tourists from Turkey works as an additional irritant for the 
local Christians. However, the communities have so far been able to coexist without radical 
incidents. 

Unlike Georgia, Azerbaijan has a Muslim majority, mostly Shia. However, Sunnism is furtively 
gaining popularity in Azerbaijan; its various forms, including radical ones, penetrate Azerbaijan 
from three main sources. The first is the Russian Northern Caucasus that borders on Azerbaijan; 
on Azerbaijan’s territory, there are also a few communities of ethnic groups that mainly reside 
in the Northern Caucasus. Radical Salafist publications and preaching, often in Russian, coming 
from those parts of the country find some supporters among the Azerbaijani youth. The second 
source is Turkey, with which Azerbaijan maintains close ties. Many young Azerbaijanis go to 
Turkey to study or work; the languages are very close and Turkish television is broadcasted all 
over Azerbaijan. Turkish forms of Islam, some of which are politicized and contain anti-Western 
narratives, thus reach many people in Azerbaijan. The third source are Arabic countries: Arabic 
foundations sponsor some Islamic activities in Azerbaijan, some young Azerbaijanis go to 
religious schools in Arabic countries, and so on. 

Of course, the threat does not originate from religious practices or education, but from the 
political ideologies that instrumentalize Islamic narratives. Egalitarian discourses or narratives 
promoting social justice and decrying moral relativism, especially in simplistic forms, easily 
gain popularity. The political regime of Azerbaijan operates in ways that leave little space for 
unrestricted discussion of politics. The press is almost openly censored, political opposition 
activity is impossible, even social networks are moderated and bloggers have been jailed for 
their posts. The mosque remains almost the only public place where one can discuss politics. 
Politicized Islam in Azerbaijan is Sunni; its adherents are mostly youth, of two kinds: educated 
and relatively prosperous urban youth who are attracted to religion in a rebound from Soviet-
era secularization, and poor rural youth who endorse ideas of social justice and equality. The 
result is a breeding ground for radical militant movements as well as Sunnism and Salafism. A 
significant number of Azerbaijanis have fought on the side of Islamic radicals in Syria, probably 
more than representatives of any other post-Soviet nation. It is easy to go from Azerbaijan to 
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Syria: there is no need for air travel as is the case for Central Asia. One can take a bus via Georgia 
and Turkey, a cheap option avoiding language barriers. Following the defeat of the Islamic State, 
the militants have been coming home and starting conflicts with local Muslims, sometimes 
even in mosques. Azerbaijan’s secular regime has been generally successful in suppressing 
radical forms of Islam. The authorities track the activity of radical groups, interfere with the 
careers of leaders and prevent the forming of hierarchies among supporters of political Islam. 
However, the trend persists, and judging from the experience of Near Eastern countries with a 
similar problem, police measures may not be sufficient to keep it in check. 

Overall, one can argue that the threat of terrorism in the South Caucasus is minor compared 
to countries like Afghanistan, Chechnya or Syria. However, there is a number of alarming 
tendencies, including ones that can jeopardize the development of the region as a whole. 

Recommendations

– Mapping and monitoring radical movements in the South Caucasus could bring new 
information to light. Reliable data on the topic is scarce and scholars only have a vague idea 
of what is happening on the ground. 

– Since threats of terrorism arise in territories that are poorly controlled by governments, the 
region’s authorities would benefit from help with controlling their territory as well as fighting 
terrorism with police measures and preventing its spread using educational and legal tools. 

– Encouraging civil society to engage in the sphere of religious education would contribute 
to greater openness of this realm. As of now, religious schools are often closed to public or 
government oversight and can become breeding grounds for illiberal practices and narratives.

 
– The region’s governments should encourage the emergence and development of political 

groups that advocate on behalf of religious people and traditionalists but do so in non-radical 
political formats. At present, such groups are often marginalized, and their discourses are 
forced into radicalism. 
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CURRENT TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN AZERBAIJAN 
by Ahmad Alili

Since 2015, Azerbaijan, a country known for its stability, has been going through a period of 
intensive political changes. The loss of the macroeconomic stability in 2015 due to the dive in 
oil prices led the way for political changes. Notably, in 2019, Azerbaijan faced unusual political 
and social internal developments. This year was marked by many reforms which had begun to 
take effect, but the late 2019 was decisive in many aspects.

Azerbaijan’s ‘silent revolution’

Azerbaijan is experiencing sort of a ‘silent revolution’, which has been a highly controlled 
revolution within the country until now that started from the top, predominantly targeting the 
issues at the bottom.

The significant internal developments taking currently place in Azerbaijan can be divided into 
the following groups:

– The increased public and political presence of the First Vice President Mehriban Aliyeva has 
created a new political environment in the country. 

– As a result of new appointments to high-ranks, there is a new generation of decision-makers 
in the top positions of the country. As President Aliyev said: “The problems of the 21st century 
cannot be solved with minds of the 20th century.”42

– Snap parliamentary (and earlier presidential) elections, which were set to take place in 
February 2019, are expected to bring a new face to the National Assembly of the country.43 

– Structural reforms to public institutions led to the consolidation of several ministries and 
public agencies, which promised an increase of the effectiveness of public management. 

Regarding its foreign relations, Azerbaijan is also in the middle of the hotspot:

– Iran-USA relations affect the foreign policy vision of all South Caucasus countries, and 
mostly Azerbaijan. 

– “Preparing populations for peace” and “implementing previously reached agreements” have 
become vital phrases in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict settlement process.

– The CSTO-Azerbaijan negotiations process is one of the foreign policy issues popping-up 
from time to time but revealing no sustainable trace. 

– The EU-Azerbaijan negotiations process has been on the party’s foreign policy agenda for 
the last two and a half years.

– The Georgia-Azerbaijani border incident in 2019 revealed other vulnerable spots in the South 
Caucasus.

The macroeconomic instability of 2015 has created a favourable environment for several 
developments. Azerbaijan has experienced a 50 percent devaluation of the national currency 
in 2015, which has pushed the local government to take a different view on the internal changes 
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of the country.44 One of the first steps taken was the creation of a list of “Strategic Road 
Maps”, which was supposed to present a reform package. Twelve economic reform plans – 
the so-called “Strategic Road Maps” – covering different fields of the economy were designed 
by a range of research centres and intended for serving as a manual for the government 
institutions.45 However, President Aliyev expressed dissatisfaction with the first concepts of 
the “Strategic Road Maps”, and it soon became apparent that more radical steps were needed 
for taking the reform package to the next level. Furthermore, and as a consequence of this, 
many high-ranking officials lost their positions. 

Among the new and bright names that emerged on the political stage of the country, one can list 
Ali Asadov, the new Prime-Minister, Samir Nuriyev, the new head of Presidential Administration 
and Mikayil Jabbarov, the new Minister of Economy. 

Summing up these personnel changes, we might state that the ‘newcomers’ are more economy-
oriented people than their predecessors. Ali Asadov, the former presidential aide for economic 
affairs, replaced Novruz Mammadov, the former head of the Foreign Relations Department of 
Presidential Administration, as the new Prime Minister. President Aliyev also signed a decree 
to create a new ‘super-ministry’ – the Ministry of Economy – which absorbed several other 
economic public institutions, and the head of the new institution is the former head of Minister 
of Taxes, who used to be Minister of Education and deputy Minister of Economy before. The 
rise of the ‘economic block’ is evident. 

The dividing question in Azerbaijan is whether the current changes can be titled as “reforms”, 
or whether they are a “coverage” for the elite. The division between optimists and pessimists 
causes social debates on many levels. In this regard, the specificity of the political build-up of 
the post-Soviet republics must be taken into consideration. In the former Soviet Union region, 
the personality of the person leading the public institution decided many parameters, including 
institutional and political issues. Hence, a change of leadership can affect the institutional 
capacity of the whole country, which might help explain the many developments that are taking 
place at a large scale right now in Azerbaijan. A new generation of decision-makers is taking the 
public and political offices, which have been occupied by long-serving former members of the 
political and economic elite until now, and which will be decisive in the upcoming years in the 
political life of the country.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that during the snap parliamentary elections, 2,431 people 
declared their will of becoming members of the 125-seats Azerbaijani parliament; 1,447 people 
were subsequently registered as proper candidates (which corresponds to 9-10 candidates 
per seat). This number is an interesting indicator of all the ongoings and developments in 
Azerbaijan’s recent history, as it indicates the rising number of people hoping for changes.46
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The ethnic-sociological dimension and ‘Azerbaijani multiculturalism’

The main population of the country (slightly more than 90 percent) is Azerbaijani.47 Over 25 
million of ethnic Azerbaijanis live in Iran, Georgia and Dagestan. Also, there is a significant 
number of Azerbaijanis who emigrated from Azerbaijan at different times, who currently 
reside in the CIS countries – namely Russia, Central Asian republics (mainly Kazakhstan), and 
Ukraine. In recent years, the country is experiencing a brain-drain to more developed European 
countries, the United States and China. The most numerous ethnic minorities are Talyshs, 
Lazgins, Tats, Avars, Udins, Kurds, Ingloys and Mountain Jews, who had moved into the northern 
parts of Azerbaijan more than 2,500 years ago. Finally, there are people of Russian origin living 
in Azerbaijan who have migrated in the early 19th century.

In recent years, the state’s government decided to adopt an active policy towards the 
Azerbaijani diasporas outside of the country. For example, during his visit to Saint Petersburg 
President Aliyev had an unannounced meeting with some diaspora organizations in addition 
to his official appointments. In Azerbaijan, there also exists a separate government agency 
called the “Diaspora Committee”, tasked to establish the relations between the government 
and the diaspora organizations abroad. These developments prove that the local government 
is actively interested in maintaining contact with Azerbaijanis residing outside of the 
country.48

 
The sociological dimension within the country is also affected by its recent political 
developments, and the pre-election period in Azerbaijan has been characterized by high 
political activity and the will to participate in political life by the population, as mentioned in 
the sub-chapter before.  

According to the Azerbaijani government, the state’s general policy towards internal and 
external affairs has officially been captioned as ‘Azerbaijani multiculturalism’. This policy 
approach stresses the historical cohabitation of various ethnic and religious communities 
within the border limits of the territories belonging to modern Azerbaijan.

Azerbaijan is a country historically located at the intersections of various civilizations. The 
South Caucasus is famous as a region where an atmosphere of national-cultural diversity has 
formed, and representatives of different nationalities and faiths live side by side. 

The Azerbaijani state understands “multiculturalism” as the peaceful coexistence of various 
ethnocultural communities that have the right to formally express, protect and preserve their 
cultural characteristics and lifestyle within the borders of one country. 
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There are two main reasons of the government for maintaining its ‘multiculturalism policy’ 
approach:

– The existing ethnic and religious diversity in the country naturally created a multicultural 
environment. Many ethnic and religious communities historically coexisted together, so the 
multicultural lifestyle became a model for Azerbaijan’s public policy towards the ethnic and 
religious minorities. The Azerbaijani society is secular, but conservative tendencies tend to 
have the upper hand. If the country enjoys high rate tolerance toward the ethnic and religious 
minorities, according to the independent international monitoring, there is a long way to go 
to protect the full rights of the sexual minorities.

– The conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh between Azerbaijan and Armenia is also one of the main 
reasons for the government to promote ‘multiculturalism in Azerbaijan’. The Azerbaijani state 
institutions and representatives believe that with its ethnic and religious diversity policy, the 
state is superior to Armenia, where 98 percent of the population is ethnic Armenian49, and 
which is why Baku regularly accuses Yerevan of building a society where only a monoethnic 
culture blossoms. This ‘multicultural policy’ is part of the “state image building” to withstand 
criticism in relation with events such as the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, where Armenians 
had been discriminated during Soviet rule in Azerbaijan.

Nevertheless, alongside the existing state policy, the macroeconomic instability of 2015 created 
an environment for social and religious factors to uncover themselves.

In the summer of 2018, during a short period of time the country experienced several incidents: 
the series of accidents at a hydropower plant, the murder of policemen, and the assassination 
attempt on Elmar Veliyev, the mayor of the country’s second largest city, Ganja, which took 
place at the same time a fire was started at the Mingachevir hydropower plant. As a result, 
almost all of Azerbaijan, including the capital Baku, experienced a ‘black-out’. A week later, riots 
occurred in Ganja. The Azerbaijani Interior Ministry declared that a group of 150-200 religious 
radicals had tried to start a rally at the city administration building. During the clashes, two 
police officers were killed – Colonel Ilgar Balakishiyev and Colonel-Lieutenant Samed Abbasov. 
Security officials was able to detain several of the radicals.50 51 

The official reports on the incidents accused radicalized religious groups of the events. According 
to the joint statement by the General Prosecutor’s Office and the Ministry of Internal Affairs 
and State Security Service “[…] the crime was a pre-planned action and was driven directly 
from outside. Some of the facts obtained give serious grounds to suggest that some of the 
perpetrators are also closely linked to the religious extremist organisation cooperating with 
the Armenian special services.” The statement further mentioned Yunis Safarov, a Russian 
citizen who had come to Ganja in 2017 and been accused of attacking a policeman guarding a 
commercial bank and wanting to take away his firearm. In January 2018, Safarov had suspiciously 
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followed the mayor of the city of Ganja, which soon alarmed the police forces, but he managed 
to get away. The official reports released that Yunis Safarov had intended to "sow panic and 
seize power" and had planned a series of killings of famous government officials. According to 
the published information, he had spent eight months in the Iranian city of Gum in 2016, which 
is considered the religious centre of Iran because of the famous Shiite religious schools residing 
there. “During this period, he underwent combat training as part of the armed forces in Syria,” 
the Azerbaijani’s official Prosecutor’s office statement said.52

In general, experts are drawing closer attention to the fact that due to the macroeconomic 
instability, religious radicals are becoming more and more noticeable. A few years before the 
Ganja events, similar events took place in Nardaran, a municipality on the Abseron Peninsula in 
Baku, located 25 kilometres northeast of central Baku and considered one of the most religious 
settlements in Azerbaijan. In 2015, an operation took place in Nardaran in order to detain the 
head of the Muslim Unity movement, Taleh Bagirzade. During this operation clashes occurred 
between police officers and Bagirzade’s supporters, killing six people, including two police 
officers, and injuring several more. One of the wounded policemen later died from his injuries. 
Together with Bagirzade, 14 members of the movement led by him were detained.53

Azerbaijani authorities accused the Muslim Unity movement of attempting to forcibly change 
the constitutional system in the country and to create a religious state governed by the Sharia. 
Taleh Bagirzadeh rejected the charges against him. 

The threat of terrorism and anti-terror measures

The threat of terrorism in the country is usually associated with the terror incidents of the early 
1990s. In 1994, two major bombings took place in the Baku metro, between the ‘28th May’ and 
‘Ganjlik’ stations. One of the explosions took place in the tunnel of the subway system when a 
bomb detonated which had been placed in one of the subway cars, killing 13 people and heavily 
injuring another 40. According to the investigation results, the explosion had been organized by 
Armenian special services and. Three months before this explosion, a bombing incident took 
place in the ’20 January’ metro station, where an improvised explosive device killed 14 people and 
injured a dozen more. In both cases, the investigation officials as well as the general communication 
to the public accused Armenia – which Azerbaijan is at war with. Therefore, and in conclusion of 
the events taking place in the 1990s, the threat of terrorism and anti-terror measures mostly 
focused on military activities, rather than dealing with it as a social phenomenon.

In recent years, Azerbaijan has seen a rise in the number of people joining terrorist groups 
in Syria. According to a study released by the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Azerbaijan, 1,477 
citizens of the country (1,136 men and 341 women) have left for Syria and Iraq to join radicalized 
religious organizations or groups. 903 people of all those (749 men and 154 women) are 
considered dead or missing today.54 
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A study conducted by the International Organization for Migration at the UN and the State 
Committee for Work with Religious Organizations of Azerbaijan noted that the highest number 
of Azerbaijani citizens who left for Syria and Iraq came from the northern and north-western 
regions of the country (201 and 114 people, respectively). The natives of the southern regions 
account for only 22 people. "A small part of the participants in terrorist groups – 309 people 
(261 men and 48 women) – returned to Azerbaijan and was subjected to sanctions," the study 
found.55

The historical religious roots of Azerbaijan – except for the northern regions, where mostly 
North Caucasian ethnic groups live – are traditionally based on the Shia belief system and are 
more widely spread across the country’s regions. This explains why religious terrorist groups 
who claim to have links to the Sunni cause (as is the case with ISIS for instance) did not always 
find support among the more significant portions of Azerbaijani society. Furthermore, the fact 
that groups existed showing loyalty to radical Shiite movements was also a challenging factor 
for the Azerbaijani government and required considerable efforts in order to manage the 
situation. In conclusion, it can be noted that radical groups are most common in the northern 
regions of the country, and they are influenced by religious extremist groups from the North 
Caucasus. 

Since 2016, the State Security Service and law enforcement services have published information 
on the several occasions where attempts to carry out terrorist attacks took place:

– On 25 November 2016, R. M. Rahimov, who was appointed the leader of the militants who 
were fighting in other states, was liquidated during a special operation in the village of 
Duztahiroba.

– On 3 December 2016, E. D. Azizagaoglu was liquidated by security forces, when he was trying 
to detonate a suicide bomber’s belt near the Bina shopping centre. 

– On 26 January 2017, O. D. Islamoglu, a religious extremist, was announced liquidated during a 
special operation. 

– On 31 January 2017, four unnamed suspects were killed during an operation to detain a group 
of residents who had joined terrorist organizations operating outside of Azerbaijan.

Unfortunately, there is a lack of civil society efforts to prevent radicalization of marginal groups 
in the country. In our days, extremism and terrorism are a well-built and well-functioning 
system with substantial financial and human resources, which are internationally managed. 
Both phenomena are multifaceted in their forms, disguised and covered by various ideological 
and political doctrines, including religion. Extremism and terrorism cause irreparable harm to 
established social values. Hence, countering them by using state resources only is not enough. 
Due to the legal environment in Azerbaijan, however, civil society actors have no access to 
international funds for building programs and developing measures to prevent violent 
extremism and campaign for PVE and CVE.
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Recommendations

– A strong civil society is vital for sustainable development.

 Currently, due to the adoption of laws on NGOs and Grants in 2014, Azerbaijan is experiencing 
a sharp reduction of the opportunities for civil society and NGOs. These shrunk opportunities 
have led to a decrease of projects to ensure a sustainable development of the society. As a 
result of the new legislation, the local NGOs are required to provide registration and approval 
of potential funding sources by the Ministry of Justice before any fund transfers can actually 
happen. These requirements must be observed at all times, without distinguishing between 
national or foreign funds. 

 
Azerbaijan needs to reinvent a robust civil society for itself. An influential civil society would 
be able to contribute considerably to the consolidation of democracy. It cannot, however, 
create a democracy itself or ensure the existence of democratic institutions and norms. 
Nevertheless, a healthy civil society acts along with other democratic institutions, and 
democratic processes and motivations are the key factors in the sustainable development 
of a country. In this regard, the following bullet points are worth mentioning:

• “Preparing populations for peace” has become one of the key phrases at the current stage 
of the peaceful resolution process of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. Civil society actors 
are ideal to fit the job description and help to bring conflicting parties together. 

• The country is experiencing social and political shocks during the on-going political and 
economic reforms. Active involvement of the civil society in these ongoing developments 
is an essential factor to ensure sustainable development

– Ensuring a stable macroeconomic situation in the country.  

 Currently, Azerbaijan is experiencing an economic slow-down and needs to restore its non-
oil sector. Unstable macroeconomic conditions create a favourable environment for the 
spread of radicalized ideas within the society and help radical groups to gain wide-spread 
social support (this especially counts for religious groups looking for leaders to build a just 
economic system). Therefore, the country needs to take severe considerations on the 
following points:

• The EU-Azerbaijani Agreement might boost Azerbaijan’s connection with international 
investors and help to fight against the macroeconomic instability.

• The liberalization of the market, and privatization of state-owned enterprises. 
• Ensuring the transparency in State Owned Enterprises’ activities and SOE-run financial 

operations.
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– Using preventive measures to counter violent extremism. 

 Unfortunately, the role of social and identity factors in the genesis of radicalization is largely 
ignored in the country. Radicalization is not seen as a gradual social process, which can be 
prevented at its early stages. Therefore, militarized means are used for both counterterrorism 
and radicalization measures or actions and are considered the right tools to use only. There 
is a need for the country to discover PVE and CVE techniques; for example, this could be 
achieved by ensuring the works of the civil society with radicalized groups in order to be 
able to prevent violent extremism within the country. As of now, civil society actors have 
no resources and possibilities to do so. Countries with active civil societies can ensure the 
inflow of new information and international assistance to prevent radicalization.
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Georgia is considered the most pro-Western country in the South Caucasus, as well as the 
most advanced in terms of democratic development. However, when it comes to international 
standards, Georgia hardly qualifies as a democracy. Its state institutions are still rather weak; 
elections have been marred by the abuse of administrative resources and vote-buying; all 
branches of the government are accountable to no one but the richest man of the country and 
leader of the ruling party, Bidzina Ivanishvili, who managed to unify the opposition in 2012 and 
defeat president Mikhail Saakashvili, a successful reformer who had lost support because of 
his abuse of power. From the beginning it was clear that unlike the Saakashvili government the 
Ivanishvili team hardly had the capacity of undertaking serious reforms, but it was hoped that 
new authorities would accelerate the democratic transformation of the country. Now as their 
second term is almost over, it is quite safe to say that the Ivanishvili government has failed 
in most of the aspects: it is not only that economic growth has been sluggish and national 
currency has depreciated, but also that freedom of press is under fire and the independence of 
the judiciary system is still not guaranteed.

The internal and external dynamics

As the country is facing parliamentary elections in October 2020, Ivanishvili is giving no signs 
that he is priming for a peaceful transition. This is despite the fact that in Georgia no political 
party has remained in power for more than two terms so far. Apart from administrative 
resources, Ivanishvili is looking to rely on the electoral code that gives a serious handicap to 
any ruling party. In the summer of 2019, the ruling party promised an electoral reform but 
later failed to keep the promise, obviously fearing that it had bare chances of winning in a 
more or less fair competition. The opposition is led by the former ruling party which is closely 
associated with Saakashvili. The latter still has quite many opponents in Georgia, but as 
Ivanishvili's government is in a free fall the former ruling party is expected to gain strength. 
The question for the upcoming elections will be: who is going to be the most unpopular? 

Lately Georgia hardly has scored any foreign policy victories either. In 2014 the country reached 
an Associate Agreement with the EU, and since from that time onwards was able to sign visa 
waiver and free trade agreements with the EU Member States. However, since then there has 
not been any further progress; not only the EU lacks political will to intensify ties with Georgia, 
but also because of failed democratic reforms the country hardly meets EU standards. The 
integration into NATO – another official foreign policy priority – also staggers, mainly because 
of the presence of Russian military bases in Georgia's break-away territories. Under the current 
Trump Presidency, it looks like Georgia does not enjoy that much attention from the US as it 
used to be, too. For about two years the US has had no ambassador in the country. However, 
both the US-administration and the mainstream media have criticized Georgian authorities 
recently and expressed their hopes that Washington did not abandon its regional ally and it will 
not allow Tbilisi to further disappear from the political global stage.
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The Ivanishvili government has definitely succeeded in cooperating with the Russian 
government. Under Ivanishvili’s leadership, Georgia's political approach towards Russia became 
more pragmatic and rational. Tbilisi dropped its anti-Russian communications and in return, 
Russia reopened its market for Georgian goods and Georgia soon became one of the top 
destinations for Russian tourists. It seemed the bilateral ties had improved despite the absence 
of diplomatic relations. However, the events of June 2019 (when an incident during the official 
visit of a Russian communist parliamentarian caused public indignation and protest rallies56) 
demonstrated that Georgians (especially the young generation) remain deeply resentful about 
Russia’s politics. These events and approach came as a surprise for the Russian authorities who 
obviously had started to believe that Georgians had already accepted the loss of the break-
away territories. Again, Moscow banned direct air travel to Georgia inflicting a certain blow 
on the country’s economy and caused an even bigger one on any chances of reconciliation 
between both states. 

Georgia's good relations with other neighbours are definitely less problematic. The country 
maintains strict neutrality between Armenia and Azerbaijan and enjoys close ties with Turkey. 
Azerbaijani-Georgian-Turkish energy corridors allow Georgia to position itself as an important 
regional hub and make it less dependent on Russian energy supplies. Georgia still has not 
explored its potential as energy and transportation hub fully yet. Unfortunately, there have 
been no major projects lately that would promote Georgia's regional role further. For instance, 
Georgian authorities have recently decided to put on hold the construction of a deep-water 
port at the Black Sea.57

Georgia still has a long way to go for establishing itself as a democracy and a regional player. 
The territorial integrity will remain an issue for a foreseeable future, and most likely even 
become more difficult in solving. The next government will have to undertake bold measures to 
address the existing problems and put the country on its feet again for a sustainable, enriching 
development. 

Ethnic and sociological aspects

There are two ethnic minorities living in the Eastern part of Georgia, namely Armenians and 
Azerbaijanis. The Armenian minority was considered an issue about two decades ago, when 
its peoples were living rather isolated away from the capital due to a poorly developed 
infrastructure and for geographical reasons. This led to fears of possible ethnic separatism-
dynamics, especially since the Armenian minority was located close to the Armenian border 
and therefore within the sphere of influence. But the Georgian authorities gradually addressed 
the issue and succeeded with integrating the ethnic Armenian minority, first economically and 
later politically. If there was ever any separatist movement it never received much support, 
and now it does not seem to pose a threat anymore. As regards the aforementioned ethnic 
Azerbaijanian minority present in Georgia, there have never been any concerns so far. In an 
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economic sense, the Azerbaijani peoples were always well integrated into Georgian society 
and there have been no signs or hints of any separatist inclinations, which in turn leads to the 
assumption that the process of political integration has been quite successful.

Tbilisi remains the political and economic centre of Georgia. Living standards in the rest of 
Georgia are substantially lower with the only exceptions being Batumi, a modernized sea 
resort, and the Kakhetian region, the main wine producing area of the country. Georgian GDP 
per capita (PPP) is roughly the same as in Armenia and Azerbaijan – which is a lot lower than 
the GDP per capita of Bulgaria, one of the economically least developed countries of the 
European Union.58 As is the case with many more post-communist states today, the economy 
of Georgia is sustained by remittances. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, many Georgians 
have migrated; estimations show numbers above one million emigrants, with a great portion of 
them living in Russia, in several EU countries and the USA.

In the break-away regions, living standards are much lower. South Ossetia, for example, is 
almost totally dependent on financial assistance by Russia. Abkhazia also depends on Russia’s 
monetary contributions, but in a lesser extent than South Ossetia.  There are about 30,000 
ethnic Ossetians living in Georgia, whereas the estimated population numbers of ethnic 
Abkhazians are believed to be above 200,000s.  Ethnic Abkhazians account for less than half 
of the population, but they are in control of all governmental institutions with the exception of 
security forces that are dominated by the Russians. 

Furthermore, there are numerous Armenian and Georgian ethnic minorities living in Abkhazia 
today. The Abkhazian authorities are doing their best to suppress the national identity of 
the Georgian minority by depriving them of their cultural autonomy. Despite the presence of 
Russian military bases, the population in both break-away territories has no access to high-
quality education or healthcare. Both regions are isolated from the rest of Georgia, with the 
Russian armed and security forces controlling the movement in and out.59

Religious and ideological dimensions 

Ethnic Georgians are predominantly Orthodox Christians. There are Catholic Georgians and 
Muslim Georgians too, with the latter living in the region of Adjara which for a few centuries 
had been part of the Ottoman empire. Therefore, if there is any influence of Islam it is hardly a 
radical one because of its strong connection with Turkey. There is even less influence of radical 
Islam among the ethnic Azerbaijanian minority as they are culturally close to Azerbaijan, a 
country even more secular than Turkey. At this point it is worth mentioning that Georgia has 
always been known for its tolerant approach towards religion. It is one of the few countries 
where there have never been pogroms. In Tbilisi, there are not only Christian churches but also 
mosques and synagogues. Muslims (as well as other minorities) have hardly ever felt oppressed 
in Georgia or have had serious reasons for discontent.
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Orthodox Christian Georgians are quite religious, but their faith and practice do not have 
anything to do with religious fanaticism. Their deep religiousness might derive from a post-
Soviet economic depression and social turmoil that made people seek hope and consolation 
somewhere, and at that time the Christian church seemed the only place able to provide it. 
Lately, as the new generation is gradually replacing the older one, the influence of the church 
has been waning.

In an ideological regard the only region considered problematic in Georgia today is the Pankisi 
Gorge, a small valley region with a population of a few thousands only. However, the Pankisi 
Gorge is neighboured by Chechnya and its population is Muslim, ethnically very close to 
Chechens. The local population has never had any serious troubles with the authorities and has 
been politically and economically well integrated while maintaining their cultural and religious 
identity. In the early 2000s, the Pankisi Gorge region moved more into focus when Russia 
started a military campaign in Chechnya. As a consequence, thousands of Chechen refugees, 
after having crossed the border to Georgia, found shelter in the Pankisi Gorge valley. Even 
though most of them were peaceful citizens that had fled the conflict in Chechnya, the inflow 
also brought Chechen armed fighters to Georgia. As their war against the Russians inevitably 
caused radicalization dynamics of Islam in Chechnya, the Pankisi Gorge also got dragged into 
these developments. Additionally, in the early 2000s the Georgian government was weakened 
by corruption and was hardly able to exercise much control over the region. Determined to fight 
the Chechen separatism, Russia threatened to bomb the Pankisi Gorge, but before anything 
happened the USA took action and intervened, not only protecting Georgia from a possible 
aggression but also providing support by training some Georgian battalions and, eventually, 
helping to regain control over Pankisi Gorge. After 2003, under the Saakashvili presidency, 
which has strengthened the state governance significantly, the Pankisi Gorge valley became 
less of an issue.

The threat of terrorism and anti-terror measures

After the Pankisi Gorge had been taken back under control by the government (2002-2004), 
terrorism almost disappeared as an issue in Georgia. Under the Saakashvili government there 
was only one serious incident in Gori (a town close to South Ossetia) in early 2005 when an 
explosion near a police station killed three people and injured many more. After detaining 
the perpetrators, the Georgian security forces blamed the Russian military intelligence 
(Glawnoje Raswedywatelnoje Uprawlenije, GRU) for the terrorist attack. From this event 
onwards, Georgian authorities accused Russia of planning terrorist attacks against Georgia 
and of coordinating these terrorist activities from Abkhazia and South Ossetia on numerous 
occasions. Eventually, after the victory of Ivanishvili's political party – which is more friendly 
towards Russia in general – in 2012 these accusations stopped.
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Unfortunately, due to geographical circumstances the threat of radical Islam has never been 
completely eradicated in the Pankisi Gorge. Georgian authorities had to be on alert all the time 
and keep things under control there, in order to not give Russia any reason for intervention. In 
August 2012 (still under the Saakashvili government), Georgian special forces got involved in 
a confrontation with a group of Chechens who had allegedly been trying to enter the Russian 
territory through Pankisi. Soon after this event, and with the rise of ISIS, the issue of the Pankisi 
Gorge re-emerged again. 

In 2013 an outcry went through the country when news broke out that a former officer of 
the Georgian armed forces, Tarkhan Batirashvili, had joined ISIS and even become its military 
leader. Batirashvili, who got killed a few years ago, was not the only one who joined ISIS, as 
there were dozens more from the Pankisi Gorge  and a few ones from Adjara  as well. All the 
fighters, either from Pankisi Gorge or from Adjara, benefited from a visa-free regime with 
Turkey which allowed them to enter Syria or Iraq. Many of them were very young, which made 
them easy targets for indoctrination. The Georgian authorities tried to address this problem 
by imposing restrictions on travel for adolescents, requiring permission from them to travel on 
their own and without their parents. Naturally, due to these developments, the Pankisi Gorge 
was kept under intense watch again.

While the Pankisi Gorge valley was a trouble spot, the whole of Georgia itself seemed a safe 
place. Since the 2005 explosion there were hardly any incidents that would qualify as terrorist 
attacks, and in addition to this, the Georgian law enforcement agencies had been doing a good 
job. Also (and more importantly), terrorist organizations obviously did not consider Georgia an 
interesting target country. Preparing and carrying out any kind of attack would require much 
effort and resources, and in the end the desired effect would not be that far-reaching. 

In November 2017, Georgian special forces got engaged in a fight with a group of ISIS fighters 
in Tbilisi, whom they were able to overcome eventually. Afterwards, one of the ISIS fighters 
turned out to be Ahmed Chataev, who had been detained after the 2012 operation and later 
been released by the Ivanishvili Government, along with many other persons serving prison 
time as a part of rather politically motivated general amnesty. Chataev, an ethnic Chechen 
originally from Russia, had also become one of ISIS’ most prominent leaders in 2013 (right 
after his release form prison), and in 2016 he had organized a terrorist attack at Istanbul air-
port. How come he turned out to be living in Tbilisi? How could the Georgian law enforcement 
agencies have failed so disastrously? Was it due to a lack of professionalism, corruption or 
because of something else? Later in 2017 and during a raid in the Pankisi Gorge, the special 
forces shot a local teenager named Temirlan Machalikashvili. The Machalikashvili family claimed 
that Temirlan had been innocent and that the law enforcers had exceeded their authority 
which had led to the fatal incident. No law enforcement officer has been charged so far. The 
authorities are unwilling to give away details about the operation and are obviously trying to 
justify their actions.
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With time, as ISIS suffered more and more defeats, the Pankisi Gorge issue seemed solved 
again. But the recent bitter experience has demonstrated that the region remains a target for 
radical Islam and with the rise of any Islamist terrorist organizations it may explode again.

Recommendations

A few conclusions and recommendations could be drawn from this overview and the lessons 
learned for Georgia.

– Further steps must be taken for achieving political integration of the Pankisi Gorge population. 
While it is clear that the locals will maintain their cultural and religious identity, the Georgian 
authorities should make more efforts to “expose” the population to the Western culture and 
the benefits of secularism. Adolescents from the region should enjoy special privileges that 
will allow them to receive higher education at Georgian universities. Study tours to Western 
countries could be organized, for instance.

– The leadership of the Georgian armed forces should consider carefully all cases of dismissal 
from the army. Special training programs must be launched for former officers that will allow 
them to pursue careers in different areas.

– The Georgian law enforcement agencies should strengthen their co-operations with their 
equivalent bodies from all those countries that are facing threats from terrorism or already 
experiencing it.  
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CURRENT TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN ARMENIA 
by Benyamin Poghosyan

The “Velvet Revolution” of April and May 2018 in Armenia caught many local and international 
pundits by surprise. Few could imagine that after 18 years of political dominance of the 
Republican Party and the 10-year rule of President Serzh Sargsyan the entrenched political 
system could be radically changed in less than a month.62 The trigger of the revolution was 
Sargsyan’s decision to run for the office of Prime Minister despite his public promise not to 
do so. The constitutional amendments of December 2015 have transformed Armenia into 
a Parliamentary Republic with a major role played by the Prime Minister. Many in Armenia 
perceived President Sargsyan’s decision to become Prime Minister as an open attempt to 
obtain “the third presidential term”. 

Current political dynamics

Two years later, many experts are arguing now that if Sargsyan would have decided to support 
another candidate for the Prime Minister’s office, it could have been either incumbent Prime 
Minister Karen Karapetyan or any other high-level representative of the ruling Republican Party, 
and it would have been almost impossible for opposition leader Nikol Pashinyan to galvanize 
mass support for the revolution. Still, Serzh Sargsyan’s decision to seek the Prime Minister’s 
position was a trigger but not the main reason for the revolution. The Armenian people were 
tired of the existing rampant corruption, the absence of the rule of law, the constant flawed 
and rigged elections and the lack of any strategic vision for the development of the country. 

The key development of the (post-revolutionary) Armenian domestic politics is the newly 
elected Prime Minister’s effort to consolidate his power. Nikol Pashinyan, Prime Minister 
of Armenia since 2018, has been quite successful in this endeavour so far. His “My step” 
campaign won landslide victories in the Yerevan municipal council elections and then in 
snaps parliamentary elections of December 2018 as well. Currently “My step” enjoys a two-
thirds majority in the Armenian parliament.63 Meanwhile, the fight for the influence over the 
Constitutional Court continues. The Prime Minister’s supporters argue that the Constitutional 
Court is lacking trust of the society which has resulted in a crisis within the Court. The right 
way to overcome this situation is the resignation of judges who have been appointed before 
the revolution. Meanwhile, opposition politicians and political experts argue that the Prime 
Minister simply wants to exercise control of the judicial system, a concerning approach which 
may pave the way towards a political one-man rule in Armenia. Eventually, the government 
decided to organize a constitutional amendments referendum and in order to dismiss several 
members of the Constitutional Court through constitutional changes but was forced to 
postpone the referendum due the outbreak of COVID-19. At the end of the day, constitutional 
amendments were adopted by the Armenian Parliament in June 2020, three judges were 
fired, and the chairman of the court was dismissed from his position.64 However, almost all 
opposition parties declared that decision anti-constitutional and in August 2020 appealed 
to the Constitution Court to cancel the National Assembly’s decision. Meanwhile, three fired 
judges and the chairman of the court have challenged the legality of their removal at the 
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European Court of Human Rights.65 Another key issue will be the elaboration of large-scale 
constitutional amendments by the commission which has been especially created for this.

Immediately after the revolution expectations were high that the Armenia-Russia alliance would 
finally dissolve. Experience shows that the Kremlin does not trust revolutionary governments 
and is especially cautious of revolutions in post-Soviet spheres due to the examples of Georgia 
and Ukraine. Given the existence within the high echelons of the new Armenian government 
persons who before coming to power had a long record of criticism against Russia and President 
Putin, the deterioration of relations seemed inevitable. 

The first steps of the new Armenian government were the launch of the criminal investigation 
against the incumbent CSTO Secretary-General and the arrest of Armenia’s second President, 
who was known for his friendly relations with President Putin and for his efforts of encouraging 
the Russia-Armenia alliance at the beginning of the 2000s. Despite these steps nothing 
extraordinary happened to the Armenia-Russia relations.66 Instead, and despite strong 
objections from the US, the new Armenian authorities agreed to send a humanitarian mission 
to Syria, a suggestion which presumably had been rejected by President Serzh Sargsyan before. 
Most probably we will not see any major deterioration in Armenia-Russia relations at least in 
the short run. Russia will most likely continue to pressure the new Armenian government into 
providing evidence that it has no “hidden anti-Russia” agenda.

The prospects of Armenia-USA relations are rather gloomy and will most likely continue to be. 
There have been no high-level meetings between Nikol Pashinyan and representatives of the 
Trump Administration so far. This might be due to the fact that Armenia and the USA have few 
if any overlapping strategic interests. The key issue for the Washington Administration is the 
South Caucasus’ participation in the “maximum pressure campaign” against Iran. Meanwhile, 
given the closed borders with Azerbaijan and Turkey, Yerevan simply cannot afford to take on 
an aggressive anti-Iran position. The US supports the “Southern Gas Corridor” project which 
will bring Azerbaijani gas to Europe and increase Azerbaijan’s geostrategic potential.67 The 
recognition of the Armenian Genocide by both the House of Representatives and the Senate in 
2019 is mainly a result of the USA-Turkey tensions and an effective job done by the Armenian 
lobbying organizations.

Armenia-EU relations, on the other hand, are developing within the framework of the 
Comprehensive and Enhanced Partnership Agreement signed in November 2017.68 The 
agreement entered into force in June 2018 preliminarily, and the implementation road map was 
adopted by Armenia on June 1, 2019. The EU-Armenia dialogue on judicial reforms was launched 
in September 2018 and the strategic dialogue on education reforms in March 2019. The key task 
for Armenia in its relations with the EU is the successful implementation of the CEPA Road 
Map, which, given the “more for more” EU approach, may create conditions for increased EU 
support.
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Regarding the Karabakh conflict and the ongoing negotiation process to solve it there have 
been some positive developments, including the decision to focus more on confidence-building 
measures. The hotline between Armenia and Azerbaijan has been re-established, and for the 
first time in almost two decades a journalists’ exchange took place between Armenia, Artsakh 
and Azerbaijan in November 2019. However, the positions continue to be extremely divided 
on core issues such as political status and territories, which makes any breakthrough in the 
negotiations rather unlikely. The July 2020 escalation along the Armenia–Azerbaijan border has 
proved this reality.

Armenia as monoethnic society

Armenia is one of the most monoethnic societies in the world. According to the official data, 
98 percent of the population are Armenians. Among the main ethnic minorities are Yazidis, 
Russians, Assyrians, Kurds, Ukrainians, Greeks, Jews and others. Ethnic minorities do not 
present any significant problems in Armenia; they have organized their unions, and freely learn 
and use their native languages. It is worth mentioning that in the 1950s-60s, when the Kurdish 
language was banned in Turkey, the Armenian radio programs in Kurdish were the only source 
for the Kurds to not forget their native language.

Meanwhile, Armenia is facing a tough demographic situation. If prior to the collapse of the 
Soviet Union in 1986 the overall number of new births in Soviet Armenia was 81,192, during 
the last year of Soviet Armenia in 1991 that number dropped to 77,825. The situation was 
significantly worsened during the first decade of independence with the birth rate reaching 
32,065 in 2001. In recent years Armenia has been faced with a drop in birth rate numbers again, 
with only 36,574 newborns in 2018.69

One of the key reasons for the demographic crisis was the mass exodus of the population 
during the first years of independence. The war in Karabakh, the energy crisis, and the sharp 
decline of the economy forced about one million people to leave newly independent Armenia. 
The main destinations were Russia and the USA, though many Armenians also resided in 
Eastern, Central and Western Europe. Another source of Armenia’s population decline is labour 
migration mainly to Russia. 

Culture and religion play a significant role in Armenia, and interestingly enough it was the 
first country worldwide to declare Christianity its state religion in 301 AD. As a result of the 
state collapse, the Armenian Church was the only functioning national institution for many 
centuries and had an indispensable role in preserving the Armenian national identity and 
preventing assimilation. Meanwhile, since the mid-7th century Armenians came in touch with 
Islam through the Arabian invasions. Later Armenia was partitioned between the Ottoman and 
Safavid Empires. Eventually, Eastern Armenia was conquered by the Russian Empire in the first 
half of the 19th century, while Western Armenia continued to be part of the Ottoman Empire 
until the Armenian Genocide of 1915. 
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The Soviet Union governance undertook major efforts to fight the Christian religion and its 
practice in Armenia. Hundreds of churches were demolished, and numerous priests were either 
killed or arrested. However, immediately after the declaration of independence from the Soviet 
Union state in 1991, religion underwent a rebirth in Armenia, and many new churches, including 
the Cathedral of Saint Gregory the Illuminator in Yerevan, were built. Based on findings by the 
Pew Research December 2018 survey, Armenia is the second most religious country among 34 
European states. According to the research centre’s data, 51 percent of all adults in Armenia 
are very religious, and 79 percent say they believe in God with absolute certainty.70 According to 
the Article 18 of the Armenian Constitution, the Republic of Armenia recognises the exclusive 
mission of the Armenian Apostolic Holy Church as a national church, in the spiritual life of the 
Armenian people, in the development of their national culture and the preservation of their 
national identity. 

Meanwhile, it should be emphasized that despite the Armenian Genocide during the Ottoman 
Empire at the beginning of the 20th century and the war in Karabakh, there have been no 
outbursts of anti-Muslim sentiments in Armenia. The Kurdish Muslim community is represented 
in the Armenian Parliament and several communal organizations operate on behalf of a 
Kurdistan committee, the Kurdish national council of Armenia, and others. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that Armenia has friendly relations with Iran, and religion has 
never played a negative role in their bilateral relations. From 1994 to 1998 the Blue Mosque 
in downtown Yerevan, which was constructed in 1766 when Eastern Armenia was part of the 
Persian Empire, was renovated and currently serves as main mosque in the capital. Therefore, 
one may conclude that despite being a mono-ethnic and Christian country, Armenia has no 
record of religious intolerance. 

The threat of terrorism and anti-terror measures 

Since its independence in 1991 Armenia has remained spared from external terrorism threats, 
only disturbed by a few exceptions, for example some prominent political assassinations or the 
attack on the parliament on October 27, 1999, which some domestic experts have classified 
as terrorist attacks. A more recent case or terrorism-related incidents was the event series 
in July 2016, when a group of armed men took over a police station in Yerevan, killing a police 
officer and taking several others hostage. The demands of the gunmen included the resignation 
of President Serzh Sargsyan and the immediate halt of any potential talks on ceding territories 
of Karabakh to Azerbaijan. The stalemate ended on July 31, when the group laid down their 
weapons and surrendered to the Armenian security forces.71 Many in Armenia considered this 
action terrorism, though the group members declared themselves rebels against the illegitimate 
government. The trial of these group members continued well after the “Velvet Revolution”, 
as almost all members of the group have been released from the pretrial detention and the 
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group was transformed into a political party in late 2018. In August 2020, the State Prosecutor 
demanded lengthy jail terms for all group members.72 

However, despite the low level of terrorism threats, Armenia has taken several steps at both 
legislative and executive level to prevent terrorism on its soil. The Armenian Parliament adopted 
a special law on the fight against terrorism in March 2005, which stipulates the main terms 
as well as fixes the responsibilities and powers of different state bodies involved in the fight 
against terrorism. The key state institution responsible for the fight against terrorism and for 
the protection of Armenia’s critical infrastructure against the terrorist threat is the National 
Security Service (NSS). 

Meanwhile, international cooperation in the fight against terrorism has become an important 
factor in the Armenian foreign politics and relations. The government in Yerevan actively 
participates in the activities by the Commonwealth of Independent States Anti-Terrorism 
Centre (CIS ATC), a body that was established in 2000 for the coordination of the fight against 
terror within the Commonwealth of Independent States. Each year, the centre organizes anti-
terror drills with the participation of the relevant CIS member state institutions. The final 
phases of the latest drill called “Ararat – Antiterror 2019” were held in Armenia in September 
2019, with the participation of relevant official bodies from Armenia, Belarus, Moldova, 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. The drill included special operations 
to free hostages and to annihilate terrorist groups.73

Armenia is fostering anti-terror cooperation also within the Collective Security Treaty 
Organization (CSTO). Back in 2016, the Heads of the CSTO states decided to implement a 
set of measures to counter international terrorism and extremism. As a significant part of 
the fight against terrorism, CSTO has increased the effectiveness of the special operational 
and preventive operations conducted annually in the CSTO format: a channel to combat drug-
related crimes and illegal migration. In order to stop the use of information and communication 
technologies in the interests of the international terrorist groups, including recruiting new 
members, the operation “Proxy” is carried out annually. Responding to the threats associated 
with the return to the countries of origin from the "hotspots" of the Middle East of people who 
have undergone terrorist training and are participating in the activities of the international 
terrorist organizations, the special operation "Mercenary" was conducted in the CSTO format 
in 2019.

Armenia also cooperates with the Shanghai Cooperation Organization’s Regional Antiterrorist 
structure. In October 2019, the Armenian Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs received the 
Director of the Executive Committee of the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS) of 
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). In the course of the meeting, both parties 
emphasized the importance of a mutually beneficial dialogue with the Regional Anti-Terrorist 
Structure.74
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Meanwhile, the establishment of the Islamic State, the growing role of other terrorist 
organizations in Middle Eastern countries and the participation of thousands of fighters 
from Azerbaijan and other neighbouring states have raised concerns in Armenia. Experts are 
warning against Azerbaijani fighters who may come back to the region and use their terrorist 
experience within the framework of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict or to cause real damage in 
Armenia. During the recent CSTO summit in Bishkek in November 2019, the Armenian Prime 
Minister stated that if Azerbaijan launched new military hostilities, the following turmoil may 
transform Azerbaijan into a convenient launch pad for Islamist terrorists who are now looking 
for new action spaces after the defeat of ISIS in Syria and Iraq. 

The existence of a very small Muslim community in Armenia has not made the country a top 
destination for international terrorist organizations to recruit new fighters. However, Armenia 
has not been entirely immune to terrorist threats either. On January 1, 2016, a Bahrain citizen 
wanted by Interpol for terrorist activities was arrested at Zvartnots international airport. In late 
December 2017, the Armenian National Security Service prevented an Islamic State member 
from entering the country. According to NSS information, only in 2017 a total of 960 foreigners 
were denied entry to Armenia because of their possible connections with international terrorist 
organizations.75 In February 2018, a Russian citizen born in Dagestan was arrested at Zvartnots 
international airport while seeking to enter Armenia from Kenya carrying a false passport. 
He was a member of the terrorist organization ISIS and had been actively involved in military 
activities in Syria since May 2015. 

Finally, the visa waiver agreement with Iran, which entered into force in 2016, has fostered 
bilateral relations.76 Meanwhile, given the closeness of Iran to the main terrorist hotspots in the 
Middle East, it requires additional attention from both Armenian and Iranian relevant agencies 
to prevent the use of the visa free regime by potential terrorists. Nevertheless, in comparison 
with neighbouring countries, Armenia can be perceived as an island of stability and security 
concerning terrorist activities and the level of terrorist threats. 

Recommendations 

– The Armenian government should increase the funding for agencies responsible for the fight 
against the terrorism.

– Armenia should start preliminary discussions with the European Union in order to get more 
EU-funding for anti-terror capacity building programs.

– Armenia should more actively use the Eastern Partnership Platform to articulate its 
concerns regarding the rising level of terrorism threats and the growth of terrorist activities 
in neighbouring countries. 

Benyamin Poghosyan
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– The EU should discuss the possibility to include more vigorous measures regarding the 
prevention of terrorism and terrorist threat-related issues in its new partnership priorities 
document with Armenia, which should cover the period after 2020. 
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As of 2020, the South Caucasus region is not expected to undergo significant changes in 
the internal and external context. External political dynamics seem to be predictable. The 
expected trends are the growth of Chinese interests towards the region, and a slow decline of 
US involvement. However, the confrontation between China and the United States makes this 
dynamic not very predictable.

Geopolitical dynamics of the South Caucasus region

As of right now, the two regional powers Iran and Turkey are less stable and predictable than 
ever. Turkey’s relationship with both the US and the European Union are more tense like never 
before in the past decades, whereas Turkey and Russia are waging a proxy-war in Syria and 
Libya. Both state players are politically-militarily present in the Middle East region and in 
Africa, but their interests often contradict each other. Iran’s relations with the US are on a 
historic low, and the chances of the US abandoning its sanctions against Iran are minimal. 
The conservatives might win the next elections in Iran, which will most likely lead to a halt 
of all negotiations with the West. The Iranian regime stability is also on the decline since the 
economy has been facing numerous shortages after 2016. Russia still cooperates with Iran, but 
both states’ interests do not coincide either.

The EU influence is slowly growing. After having concluded the EU-Armenia Comprehensive 
and Enhanced Partnership (CEPA), the EU is now negotiating an enhanced agreement with 
Azerbaijan too. Georgia-EU communication has increased after the visa liberalization was 
achieved in 2017. EU citizens have visa-free entrance to Armenia, and the EU Commission is 
discussing an initiation of a visa dialogue with Armenia as well. Azerbaijan does not have any 
perspective of visa liberalization yet, but its trade ties with the EU member states have also 
increased after the TANAP pipeline was put into operation in 2018.

The domestic political situation in Georgia is turbulent. By the beginnings of 2020, the entire 
opposition has consolidated its position against the government, which has also received 
foreign criticism from the US Congress. Georgian authorities under the leadership of President 
Ivanishvili are trying to gain back control over these risks, but the 2020 parliamentary elections 
might become a bifurcation point for Georgia.

Azerbaijan is rather stable – the authorities are trying to put forward modernizations, and 
there are some tensions within the society, but all these changes are no dangers that may grow 
into a major unrest yet.

Armenia has not concluded its revolutionary process which had started in 2018 to this day. Since 
May 2019, there has been a crisis of the judicial system as the new governmental authorities are 
trying put the judiciary structures of the country under their full control. Opposition parties 
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oppose the idea of a referendum; however, the government still enjoys much support, so it is 
technically possible that it will win.

The Karabakh conflict is currently showing a downward trend as regards tensions, since the 
last serious clash occurred in February 2017. The conflict itself is the result of military (dis-)
balance, foreign political approaches, and the negotiation processes. All these components 
will be either stable or demonstrate an improvement in the upcoming months. In medium-
term, it depends on the level of Azerbaijan’s satisfaction of the negotiation process’ speed and 
direction.

Economic dynamics in the region

After the global financial crisis of 2008/2009, Armenia’s economy experienced a deep shock 
which started to slowly recover only after May 2017 and is still developing. The Velvet Revolution 
has led to a significant reduction in growth in 2018 (in the first quarter, growth was 9.9 percent 
of GDP, in quarters three to four it was 3 percent), but by 2019, the Armenian economy grew by 
an impressive 7.6 percent again. There were several reasons for that, including: 

– Production growth in manufacturing (due to membership in the EEU) and export of products; 
– relaunch of the mining enterprises (stopped in 2018); 
– growth of services (gambling turnover, tourist inflow, increased state spending, growth of 

effective demand as a result of consistent growth of incomes);
– maintaining free trade relations with EU (GSP+), USA (GSP), Georgia and relatively favourable 

relations with the Middle Eastern countries including UAE, Iran and Iraq;
– decreased share of the shadow economy: as a result, some portion of the previously non-

observable services and trades registered; and
– short-term conjuncture factors, such as mass import of cars with a view to their further re-

export to the EAEU countries (since 2020, import duties have been increased).  

By 2020 some of these sources of growth will anyway be exhausted.77 The pandemic completely 
hindered economic growth in Armenia. As of now it is unclear whether it will affect short-term 
growth or long-term growth trend. 

The consensus forecast for Armenia’s GDP growth for 2020-24 is 4.6 percent to 5.1 percent (IMF, 
WB, UN DESA, etc.). This is enough to maintain political stability, but not enough to eradicate 
poverty and launch a catching-up development. If the growth rate will be lower than 5 percent, 
the political stability will not be guaranteed either on the long term. However, there is a risk of 
growing imbalances in the Armenian economy. After the adoption of a new tax code with a flat 
tax rate, inequality will increase.78 As the government in Yerevan integrates more into the global 
economy, inequality between the capital and the regions is slowly growing. Environmental and 
climate dynamics also constantly undermine the regional development, and the government’s 
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inattention to agricultural development has already led to the lag of this sector in the past for 
three years. The country’s economic IT-sector is receiving much focus and engagement, since 
it shows high rates of growth. However, it should be taken into account that this field provides 
job opportunities for a 1.5 percent share of all employees only. Income increases in the public 
sector are constrained by the limited capabilities of the state budget, and unemployment in 
the public sector is growing due to automatization and the growth of labour productivity. One 
of the major issues of Armenia’s economy is low inflow of foreign investments and low capital 
formation.79

These are just separate trends that will increase the multidimensional inequality of Armenia. 
Even though extreme poverty will be eradicated, poverty and inequality are rooted for 
generations. In the long run this will undermine the stability of the political system, and the 
extent of these factors will grow over time.

According to official estimates, in 2019, the oil and gas sector amounted to 41.5 percent 
of Azerbaijan’s GDP (while consisting around 90 percent of all exports). The extent of 
dependency on the oil-gas sector creates several risks to the Azerbaijani economy. Raw 
material prices are subject to severe fluctuations; since 2014, they have decreased on 
average by half. Considering the development of alternative energy, electric vehicles and the 
production of shale hydrocarbons, sharp fluctuations are possible in certain periods, which 
might cause problems for the Azerbaijani state budget. Also, it should be noted that the 
Azerbaijani oil reserves are slowly running out. From 2009 to early 2011, Azerbaijan produced 
about one million barrels oil per day, in 2018 about 793,000, and in 2019 it was already 764,000 
barrels. According to forecasts this development will continue in the future, as oil exports are 
declining even faster as domestic consumption rises. In April-May 2020, Azerbaijan decreased 
production of oil by 14-18percent in correspondence to the OPEC+ deal.80 Gas production has 
not yet reached its peak and will probably continue to increase. According to energy balances, 
a 30 percent increase in gas production will offset the decline in oil production. Gas will not 
be able to compensate for this oil decline in the future, but nevertheless, it is projected to 
increase significantly.

In general, economic growth in recent years has been slow. The total GDP growth in Azerbaijan 
from 2010-2019 amounted to 16.7 percent in total, or 1.6 percent per year.81 At the same time, 
Azerbaijan is allocating the significant amounts to diversify the economy, and this is yielding 
certain results. The most important question is whether Azerbaijan will be able to diversify its 
economy sufficiently before oil revenues decline so much that they will no longer subsidize the 
state’s economy.

Despite the slow growth of the economy, household incomes rose in 2019. Real income growth 
amounted to 4.7 percent, which was also reflected in an increase in the number of consumer loans 
and a decrease in the share of overdue loans. This is probably due to a decrease in corruption and 
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a more equitable distribution of income, since after 2014 the Azerbaijani elite began to carry 
out reforms in the field of management and the fight against corruption, and to date, certain 
results have already been recorded. But the further potential of income redistribution is not 
big, and this means that incomes will grow slowly. Before the crisis, IMF predicted 2.1 percent 
to 2.2 percent GDP growth annually between 2020 and 2024,82 which meant that Azerbaijan 
would lag behind the global economy, emerging markets and neighbours,83 and in the long run it 
would be hard to maintain political stability. However, now there is no certainty at all.

The economic model of Georgia is based on neoliberalism, low taxes and a flat tax rate, 
attracting foreign investment, the liberal labour, land and real estate markets. All this makes 
the economy both flexible and unstable.84 The chronic problems of the Georgian economy 
are unemployment, inequality, and the weak development of the real sector of the economy. 
Agriculture is in particularly poor condition. At the same time, in recent years, unemployment 
has been steadily declining, and the influx of investments allows us to increase industrial 
production along with construction and financial services, which have been the drivers of the 
economy in recent years. The Georgian economy has been characterized by a stable growth 
of 5 percent per year over the past three years – and the same rate is projected for the next 
5 years. Due to the open nature of the economy, Georgia is extremely vulnerable to external 
influences. Since August 2018, an economic crisis has flared up in Turkey and the lira rate has 
fallen. This crisis also spread to Georgia, which suffered losses and led to the Georgian lari 
depreciating by 10 percent. In 2013-14, the Government tried to intensify the regulation of 
the economy and impose elements of social democracy, however, the extent of policy change 
was limited. Inequality and tense political dynamics lead to political polarisation in Georgia, 
decreased social trust and posed risks to the political stability in the country.85

In 2019, internal instability resulted in anti-Russian protests and the Russian ban on direct 
flights between Russia and Georgia. As a result, the Georgian tourism industry lost more than 
$300 million in 201986 and in 2020 it would have resulted in a loss of more than $500 million, 
however the complete loss of revenues of tourism as a result of the coronavirus pandemic will 
produce an even greater loss for the Georgian economy. 

Georgia uses its geographic position to provide logistics services to landlocked neighbours – 
primarily Armenia and Azerbaijan. Also, the country re-exports European goods (especially 
vehicles) to these neighbouring countries and in return ships and exports commodities to 
Europe. However, as a result of changes in the legislation of Azerbaijan in 2014 and Armenia 
in 2020, Georgia’s (re-)exports to these countries have declined considerably. Furthermore, 
conflicts with Russia are hindering the growth of the Georgian economy, since for centuries 
its economy has been built around an orientation towards the north, and now access to these 
markets has been limited. Given that the most influential Georgian opposition parties are 
critical of Russia, it is likely that relations between Russia and Georgia will not be restored for 
a very long time.
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Finally, even though the Association Agreement with the EU was signed, the trade turnover  
between Georgia and the European Union is developing slowly, and the EU share in Georgia’s  
foreign trade has not changed since 2013. At the same time, Chinese influence is growing in Georgia, 
and both countries have concluded a free trade agreement which has been valid since 2018.

Extremism and terrorism financing in the South Caucasus

According to the WEF Global Competitiveness Report 2019, the assessment of terrorism 
incidents in Armenia was 99.9 out of 100 (0 = high frequency, 100 = no incidents), in Georgia and 
Azerbaijan it is reportedly at 99.7. Such high marks can be explained by the fact that there were 
practically no terrorist incidents directly on the territory of the South Caucasus and connected 
to a transnational terrorist network. 

Due to the poverty of the region and its atheist past, almost all religious communities in the 
region receive help from outside. The Armenian Apostolic Church receives support from the 
state and the diaspora, the Georgian Orthodox Church from the state, the Islamic community 
in Azerbaijan from the state and neighbouring states. The same applies to small religious 
communities, such as Protestant churches, etc. A certain component of donations plays a role, 
but only a small one. Also, there is no stable tradition of donations for religious needs and 
among rich people, sometimes they donate amounts to the construction projects that can 
improve their image in the eyes of society.

All three countries are net recipients of private transfers from abroad. According to the central 
banks, Armenia received a net inflow of private transfers amounting to $666 million in 2018, 
Azerbaijan – $1,080, and Georgia – $1,189 million. At the same time, gross inflow of personal 
transfers sent through the banking system amounted to 1,785 million in Armenia and 1,580 
million in Georgia; unfortunately for this comparison, Azerbaijan does not provide such data. It 
is worth noting that part of the transfers is delivered in cash across state borders, in order to 
avoid taxation and to reduce transaction commission costs.

The Hawala system is often used to finance terrorism, but in the countries of the South 
Caucasus there are no reports on the operation of this system except in Georgia, where this 
method is considered illegal and the state security service is combating it.

Islamic banking is usually less transparent and sometimes also used for financing transnational 
terrorism activities. Furthermore, in the South Caucasus it is known to be widespread only in 
Azerbaijan. Islamic banking services are transparently provided by the International Bank of 
Azerbaijan, the Kauthar bank, the Islamic Development Bank Group, the Turan Bank, and the 
Azeri bank. In Georgia, their presence is extremely limited; in Armenia, there are two Middle 
Eastern banks – Mellat Bank (Iran) and Byblos Bank (Lebanon). Both countries do not seem 
to be the sources of terrorism nowadays, however they are under strict supervision of the 
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Central Bank of Armenia and Armenia itself has come to Washington's attention for violating 
the sanctions regime against Iran.

The main source for terrorism financing among domestic sources is the so-called shadow 
economy, especially the criminal economy, operating in cash or barter. It’s not visible to tax 
and monetary authorities and thus is the most attractive way to make transactions for illegal 
purposes. It should be borne in mind that the bulk of the shadow economy is the turnover of 
legal goods and services, while the criminal economy and illegal money laundering make up a 
very small share even in the shadow economy.

The shadow economy can be estimated as the amount of excess cash relative to the volume 
of demand deposits placed in the banking system. This does not exclude possible mistakes 
but monetarist methods, including the Gutmann method,87 have long been used in evaluating 
the shadow economy.88 If this method is modified for developing countries, considering the 
dynamics of the “ideal ratio” between cash and demand deposits, we can estimate the share 
of shadow turnover in the money supply and, as a result, in GDP. 

According to the author’s estimate, the figures were as follows:89

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

ARMENIA 37.2 percent 34.1 percent 33.1 percent 28.1 percent 24.3 percent

AZERBAIJAN 58.0 percent 48.4 percent 52.5 percent 42.5 percent 38.4 percent

GEORGIA 14.6 percent 13.5 percent 15.2 percent 14.4 percent 10.5 percent

The shadow economy in Azerbaijan includes statistically observable undocumented exports 
of the oil. Based on statistical discrepancies it can be assumed that between 2010 and 2015 
more than 25 percent of all exports was undocumented, and it reduced to only 4 percent 
in 2018.90 However, there is a small possibility that these finances can be used for financing 
terrorism. They are rather being used for cash outflows to offshore havens of the Azerbaijani 
elite. In Armenia and Georgia, most of the shadow turnover is due to property rent and private 
services. The share of a criminal economy in Armenia is less than 0.5 percent of the GDP, while 
in Georgia, due to its geographic location and logistical attractiveness, it might be bigger, 
especially considering drug traffic to Europe.

The data above illustrate that the South Caucasus countries are actively fighting the shadow 
economy and trying to increase the transparency of the financial system and cash flows, which 
significantly limits the possibilities for financing terrorism in the future. Most of these reforms 
are being conducted within the framework of cooperation, twinning and enhanced partnership 
with the EU.
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International illegal financial flows in the countries of the South Caucasus can be estimated 
from the foreign trade mis-invoicing, according to the Global Financial Integrity’s report “Illicit 
Financial Flows to and from 148 Developing Countries”.91 According to the latest report, in 2015 
the situation was as follows (all in millions of dollars):

INFLOW OUTFLOW NET INFLOW

ARMENIA 153 304 -151

AZERBAIJAN 2,483 5,611 -3,128

GEORGIA 331 841 -510

As we see, in most cases, unregistered foreign trade operations are used to withdraw finances 
to offshores, and not for local use. 

According to Russian researchers,92 financial institutions of the Gulf countries (mainly Saudi 
Arabia and Qatar),93 investments from this region and foreign trade operations with the Gulf 
countries, as well as with Turkey, Iran and Pakistan, can be used to finance terrorism in the post-
Soviet space. Foreign trade between South Caucasus and Saudi Arabia and Qatar is limited. 
At the same time, Iran and Turkey are significant trade partners for all three countries.94  
Georgia is attracting minor capital inflow from Saudi Arabia and Qatar: -0.2 and 7.5 million USD 
respectively in 2019, however inflow from Qatar is rather stable during the past years, at about 
2 million USD quarterly.95

The financing of extremist groups from outside, can occur as a side part of the foreign 
economic operations of the countries of the South Caucasus with oil-rich countries, although 
the volume of these operations is quite limited and potentially controllable. At the same time, it 
is impossible to exclude these risks, since Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia are very interested 
in attracting investments and can demonstrate a certain loyalty to investors, even if the origin 
of money is not quite transparent.

Counter-terrorism measures in the South Caucasus

The anti-terror measures cannot strongly influence the economies of the South Caucasus due 
to the very limited number of manifestations of international terrorism in the region itself. 
The only case that had an impact on the economy (especially on the tourism sector) was the 
Lopota incident in Georgia in 2012, when there was a clash of terrorists with special forces. 
The perception of the entire region being unsafe most likely derives from terrorist activities 
in neighbouring regions, as well as from “frozen conflicts” in the South Caucasus region itself. 
There is an institutional framework generally capable to counter terrorism in the South 
Caucasus. In Armenia, it is regulated by the Criminal Code, the Law on Fight Against Terrorism 
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from March 22, 2005, the Law on Combating Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing (AML/
CFT Law) from May 26, 2008 and other relevant acts of national legislation and international 
agreements.96 The December 2015 evaluation by the MONEYVAL Committee found that Armenia 
has a sound legal and institutional framework to combat money laundering and financing 
terrorism. Armenia was found fully or largely compliant with 35 out of 40 recommendations;  
by 2018, the situation slightly improved.98 The main institutions involved in counter-terrorist 
measures are the National Security Service and the Central Bank.

Georgia is actively involved in the international community’s counter-terrorist efforts. 
Noteworthy, its counter-terrorism profile on CoE and latest MONEYVAL reports are 
classified. Georgia is a member of the global coalition to defeat ISIS.99 It’s also a member 
of the Council of Europe’s MONEYVAL body, and in 2017 it signed an Operational Strategic 
Cooperation Agreement with Europol to tackle cross-border crime and terrorism. In 2015, 
Georgia criminalized the activities related to the travel of foreign terrorist fighters. Being 
part of regional trade route, Georgia is more vulnerable to terrorism. Its legislation includes 
the Law on Combating Terrorism, and even the Criminal Code includes a section on terrorism. 
Currently it also has a National Strategy for the Fight against Terrorism and adopted a 3-year 
Action Plan to react on it.100 The leading agency to combat terrorism is the State Security 
Service of Georgia.101

The Law “On the Fight against Terrorism” of 18 June 1999 is the main domestic legal document 
for combating terrorism in Azerbaijan. Several legal documents aim at preventing the entry and 
transit of terrorists and the use of national territory for the preparation of criminal acts against 
other states. Since 2002, Azerbaijan joined the International Convention for the Suppression 
of the Financing of Terrorism. In 2016, Azerbaijan conducted a national risk assessment, which 
found that vulnerability of the banking sector and designated non-financial businesses and 
professions (DNFBPs) is relatively high.102 The main counter-terrorist bodies are the Ministry of 
National Security and the State Border Service.103

The data on the budgets of the security services of the countries of the South Caucasus 
is partial but it allows to estimate the amount and size of expenses. The National Security 
Service of Armenia received a budget of $72 million. In 2017, the State Security Service 
of Georgia received 118 million lari or $47 million, and for 2020 its budget is likely to reach 
the same size as Armenia’s. The budget of the State Security Service of Azerbaijan in 2018 
amounted to 91.6 million manat or $54 million and thus, by 2020, is likely to reach $70 million 
as well. Given that Armenia is smaller than other countries of the South Caucasus, bigger 
per capita NSS budget could be surprising if not for one circumstance: today, a significant 
part of the functions of the service is used for the fight against corruption and economic 
crimes, while external operations, including counter-terrorism, occupy a secondary role in the 
activities of the service.
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In conclusion, the risk of penetration of transnational terrorism to the region is currently low, 
especially in Armenia. The countries are not completely safe from illegal financial flows, which 
can be used to support terrorism, however its possibilities are limited in many areas (including 
border management). In Azerbaijan, one can assume the presence of a considerable number of 
people who could be involved in terrorist networks, but those mainly left for Syria and Iraq: by 
2017, more than 900 fighters were officially registered to have left for Syria and Iraq,104 at least 
300 of whom have been killed in an armed conflict.105

Extremism also manifests itself in Georgia, where Pankisi Gorge has been one of the sources 
for influx of terrorists to Syria and Iraq, where many have radicalized and considered Tarkhan 
Batirashvili (declared himself Abu Omar al-Shishani) a hero.106 Georgian state’s control over 
the Gorge is not complete. Minor reasons can lead to serious clashes, just like the one that 
happened in April 2019. One of the reasons for that is that Georgian authorities do not allow 
defeated ISIS fighters return to the country.107 Sources of radicalization of Georgian Muslims 
are mostly external ones: Russian North Caucasus in early 2000s and currently Turkish and 
Iranian clerics.108 Several major clashes took place in Georgia lately: the 2012 Lopota incidents, 
where at least 11 Islamist insurgents died in a clash with the Georgian police, when three special 
servicemen were killed and five more were wounded. On 21-22 November, 2017, the so-called 
Chatayev (former ISIS officer) group clashed with the Georgian SSG Counterterror Unit and 
police special forces in Tbilisi. Four people (including three terrorists) died in this confrontation, 
and several more were wounded.109

Recommendations 

– To prevent the spread of terrorism, the countries of the region need to establish closer 
contact and cooperation among each other, even despite their political disagreements. This 
applies to cooperations between Russia and Georgia and between Azerbaijan and Armenia 
at the level of special services. Such cooperations may be possible within the framework of 
the OSCE, the Eastern Partnership platform, or other formats.

– The financing of terrorism primarily comes in support of existing extremist groups. It is 
necessary to prevent their formation, as well as to make serious efforts for deradicalization, 
civil and economic integration, as well as providing modern education to radicalizing 
communities.

– Since informal controls of street markets and drug trafficking are one of the main sources 
of financing terrorism, the countries of the region need to make serious efforts to control 
and standardize the market trade, as well as to eliminate drug trafficking throughout their 
territory.
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– The European Union could share her experience in combating illegal financial flows through 
the banking system, in controlling the arms and ammunition market, as well as in operative 
work to prevent terrorist activities.

– Given the political clashes, military operations, as well as environmental disasters that occur 
near the region (in Iraq, for instance), it is important to calculate the present and future 
waves of migration towards the countries of the South Caucasus. The countries of the 
Caucasus need to establish contacts with the migrants’ countries of origin, cooperate with 
each other and effectively control the borders to prevent the passage of people involved in 
international criminal, smuggling and terrorist activities, including human trafficking among 
the refugees.
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